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Abstract

This research introduces a novel electromagnetic interaction problem referred to as

Hardware Invariant Protocol Disruptive Interference or HIPDI. It is theorized that HIPDI

should be parameterized from the target protocol using the developed concept of hardware

aperture. This theory is applied to the l0OBaseTX Ethernet protocol and, through

experimental analysis, it is shown that low-level, narrowband, differential-mode voltage

levels radiatively coupled to a l00BaseTX Ethernet twisted-pair are capable of seriously

degrading network throughput. This degradation has been achieved for all considered

experiments independent of the network hardware implementation.

As a consequence of HIPDI research, an attempt is made to determine the

termination voltage distributions resulting from stochastic fields coupled to uniform

transmission lines. The approach uses Monte Carlo analysis and the theory of

transformation of random variables as applied to the BLT solution to the plane wave

coupling problem. It is shown that the complex nature of this problem makes Monte Carlo

analysis necessary for arbitrary transmission line parameters. In specific cases, it is

demonstrated that exponential, gamma and Rayleigh densities give good approximations

to the termination voltage distributions. Finally, in the case of matched loads and specific

fìeld randomness, an empirical approximation is obtained for the termination voltage

densities.
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Contributions

This thesis contains the development of a novel electromagnetic interaction

problem appropriately named Hardware Invariant Protocol Disruptive Interference

(HIPDI). The HIPDI problem asks: Is it possible to disrupt a communication channel

independent of the communication protocol in a manner that is undetectable at the system

level? Developed theory of a protocol's hardware aperture has been used to demonstrate

the existence and potential threat of HIPDI for lOOBaseTX Ethernet.

The investigation of random plane wave coupling to a uniform transmission line is

shown to be very sensitive to the field and line parameters. The development of a Monte

Carlo analysis tool for determining the probability density functions of the line

termination voltages greatly simplifies EMC analysis and demonstrates, that in many

cases, the probability density functions can be accurately approximated with exponential,

gamma or Rayleigh distributions.

Finally, this work contains an empirical solution for the voltage distributions

arising from a plane wave source coupling to a matched transmission line when the source

is located horizontally from the transmission line with equally likely polarization and

angle of incidence.
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CnaprER 1. IxrnoDUCTroN

The field of electromagnetic compatibility and interference (EMCÆMI) has

developed over the years into an area of great interest and study. Typically, an EMC

design engineer is concerned with ensuring that electronic devices function within specifìc

standards in terms of both the devices susceptibility to- and generation of electromagnetic

radiation. However, in certain cases, such protection is prohibited by the very nature of the

electronic system in question. Consider the novel electromagnetic interaction problem that

asks: ,Is it possible to couple energ/ into a communication channel that will disrupt

communication ìndependent of the hardware implementation? Clearly, if it is possible to

couple energy that is indistinguishable from the protocol signalling being used for

communication, protection of the hardware used to interpret the protocol will be

impossible. This theorized interference is called Hardware Invariant Protocol Disruptive

Interference (HIPDI) and is one of two primary foci of this thesis. In Chapter 2 HIPDI is

formally introduced and appropriate theory is developed such that HIPDI waveforms can

be parameterized for any given protocol. This procedure is exhibited for the specifrc case

of lOOBaseTX Ethernet, a protocol that operates over twisted-pair, and verification of

HIPDI is presented in the form of experimental analysis for various network

implementations.

Due to the results of HIPDI research it was desired to determine probability

distributions for the termination voltages arising from stochastic field coupling to

randomly oriented twisted-pairs. Unfortunately, the majority of the literature available to

an EMC engineer involves the solutions to deterministic problems where the physics of

the environment in question are known. It was discovered that very few techniques are

available for dealing with stochastic transmission line coupling problems. The lack of
previous research is not surprising, for even in the deterministic case, the transmission line

coupling problem is complicated. Due to the limited history of stochastic coupling

problems, the radiative coupling of a randomly oriented Ethernet twisted-pair proved to be



too difÏicult for analysis. Instead, the secondary purpose of this thesis is to analyze the

problem of radiating a deterministic, uniform, lossless transmission line with a random

plane wave in order to examine the resulting termination voltage (or current) distributions.

Therefore, Chapter 3 reviews the BLT solution for transmission line termination voltages

and currents caused by a plane wave incident on a transmission line in the deterministic

case, while Chapter 4 reports on a statistical tool developed in Matlab for generating

Monte Carlo densities from the BLT equation when the impinging plane wave is

stochastically defined. The statistical tool is equipped with the ability to fit gamma,

exponential and Rayleigh distributions to the obtained results and it is shown that in some

cases, these functions accurately exhibit the random nature of the resulting voltage and

current distributions.

In an attempt to obtain analytic probability density functions for the termination

voltages, Chapter 5 deals extensively in the theory required for finding closed-form

analytic solutions to the desired probability densities and although application of the

theory proves to be too complicated even in the simplest cases, Chapter 6 obtains an

empirical density function for the transmission line termination voltages in a specific case.

a



CHaprpn 2. Hanov/ARE IxvanrANT
Pnorocot. DrsnuprrvE
INrpn¡'ERENCE

In this chapter, the novel EMCÆMI problem referred to as Hardware Invariant

Protocol Disruptive Interference (HIPDI) is introduced. HIPDI is then theoretically

discussed. The developed theory is applied to the specific protocol of lOOBaseTX

Ethernet for which experiments and results are presented.

2.1 Morrv¡.TroN

Technological advancements have made transfer of information possible on a scale

unfathomable a generation ago. From the internet to local networks there exists a vast

array of protocols for relaying data over both wired and wireless mediums. While there is

large interest in methods for protecting the security and integrity of an individual's

information via encryption, network security from a physical standpoint is often

neglected. Previous research has shown that high-power microwave (HPM) pulses pose a

serious threat to network communications and any other electronic system t1]-t5].

Although capable of damaging communication network hardware, HPM is both an overt

threat and is expensive to generate. This suggests that perhaps there exists a greater threat

to network communications: an inexpensive, covert threat that is undectable at the system

level. This chapter attempts to theorize the existence of such a threat for which no

immediate protection technique is available. The methodology developed exploits the

very protocol being used for data communication to parameterize interference radiation. It
is an attempt to determine if low-power, simple waveform, radiated electromagnetic

interference can cause degradation to network throughput without damaging network

hardware (or, in the case of a computer network, undetectable to the user in terms of all

-3-



other computer functionality). Finally, the goal is to find interference that will disrupt

network communication regardless of the physical nature of the network. Such

interference is referred to as Hardware Invariant Protocol Disruptive Interference or

HIPDI.

2.2 HIPDI A¡rD rnn II¿,ruwARE Arnnrunn

Theoretically, the existence of HIPDI is verified by considering interference that

once coupled to the medium of data communication (wired or wireless), is

indistinguishable from data. If it were possible to create such interference, then the

hardware interpreter (the device responsible for deciphering the protocol) would be

constantly occupied with false information, rendering the communication channel useless.

As hardware interpreters for a given protocol are designed by various different

manufacturers, their sole commonality must be that they respond to the protocol

appropriately. Beyond this, different hardware implementations may exhibit arbitrarily

different behaviour. Because of such hardware differences, disruptive interference that is

completely distinct from communication cannot possible have hardware independent

effects. Furthermore, interference outside of the set of parameters that defines a protocol

may be protected against using physical means. As a simple example consider the

interference frequency. If a protocol is limited by a maximum frequency, interference

above this frequency can simply be filtered at the hardware input. It is the idea that a

hardware interpreter is designed to respond to the protocol that is referred to as the

hardware aperture of the protocol: all hardware used to interpret a protocol produces an

inîerference aperture to which the hardware must respond!

By extracting as much information as possible from the protocol in question,

parameterization of HIPDI interference is possible. Intuitively, this would suggest using

radiated patterns that emulate protocol bitstreams. While such radiation would not be

overly expensive to generate, the research reported herein looks for the simplest

waveforms possible. Therefore, only continuous wave (CW) and amplitude modulation

(AM) radiation are considered.
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In the following discussion, HIPDI is developed for the 1OOBaseTX Ethernet

protocol. In the development of HIPDI for this wired communication scheme, it is

assumed that the coupling of energy into the medium is possible. Therefore, the search is

for quasi-hardware invariant interference as the physical orientation of the channel will

affect the required radiation power level. The deterministic coupling problem has been

studied extensively [6] and is not considered for the remainder of this chapter.

2.3 A Sun¿u,mY oF lOOBasnTX ETHERNET

The following sections describe the lO0BaseTX Ethernet protocol beginning with

the physical medium and proceeding to the logical signalling scheme and data

encapsulation. It is from these features that the parameters of HIPDI will be extracted.

2.3.1 The I)}BaseTX Physical Medium

lOOBaseTX Ethernet is a common protocol used for internet communications by

personal computers (PCs). The hardware interpreters of the protocol are commonly

referred to as nefwork interface cards (NICs). The protocol typically operates over CAT:5

unshielded fwisted-pair (UTP) cables which are characterized by four twisted pairs of

Iines protected by a plastic sheath as shown in Fig. 2-1.

: .:' a..'.:::t;::.,1.:. : ,.,.:..

Figure 2-1. Cat-5 UTP twisted-pairs
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The cables have a 100Q characteristic impedance and are rated up to 100MHz

(although enhanced cable which is rated to 350 MHz is available). Shielded CAT-5 cables

are also available but are generally more expensive and are seldom used in residential or

commercial networks. Fig.2-2 shows the wire pairs of a cross-over CAI-5 cable used to

connect a PC to a PC (a non-crossed cable is used to connect a PC to a HUB or other

gateway device). Ethernet is capable of half- or full-duplex operation, the later being used

primarily in point-to-point links. In full-duplex operation two pairs of wires are used to

transmit and receive as denoted by the Tx and Rx pair in Fig. 2-2.The other wires have

various purposes depending on the implementation but are not the concern of this

research.

PC Side PC Side

Figure 2-2. Cat-5 twisted-pair usage (PC to PC)

2.3.2 The I}}BaseTX Protocol and Physical Signalling

The lOOBaseTX protocol transmits data at l00MBps (megabits per second). In

order to achieve this data-rate, two encoding schemes are used. First, every 4 bits of data

are encoded by look-up table into a 5 bit string. This encoding is known as 4-bit-to-5-bit

or 4b/5b encoding and is used to reduce the number of successive I's in the 5-bit string as

shown in Table 2-1. After 4bl5b encoding, another encoding scheme called Multi-Level

Transition-3 or MLI-3 is applied to the 4b/5b encoded data. MLT-3 functions by making

use of three logic levels, -1, 0 and I represented by -1, 0 and I V on the CAT-5 cable.
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Table 2-1. 4bl5b Encoding

4b 5b
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r 100
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r110
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010
010
011
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100

100
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r l0l
110.

I l1(
1il(
lilt

IO

)1

)0
)1

r0
tltt

0
1

t0

tl
0

:l
0

1

t0

ll
I

From the 4b/5b encoded data, MLI-3 transitions from one state to another whenever the

4b/5b data is a logical 1, and remains in its current state whenever the 4bl5b data is 0. In

this manner MLI-3 cycles through -1 to 0 to I to 0 to -l etc. This behaviour is most easily

represented by the state transition diagram of Fig. 2-3.

if MLT-3 "0" from MLT-3 "-1"

if MLT3 "0" from MLT:3 "1"

Figure 2-3. MLT:3 state transition diagram
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In order to achieve the desired 100 MBps datarate, the MLT-3 signal is transmitted

and received af 125 MBps (due to the 4bl5b encoding) resulting in a bit duration of 8 ns.

As a consequence, cycling through MLT-3 values from -1 and back to -1 requires four I ns

bits giving a 32 ns period or a fundamental cycle frequency of 31.25 MHz. This is

displayed in Fig. 2-4. Such a waveform only occurs if the MLT-3 signal is transmitting all

l's in a 4b/5b converted bitstream. This is exactly the case for the lOOBaseTX Ethernet

"idle" signal, which is used in the absence of data transmission to verif,i link lntegrify [7].

According to Table 2-l all other 4bl5b codes contain at least one 0, effectively lengthening

the cycle time and reducing the fundamental frequency of the waveform to below 31.25

}lHz. This particular encoding scheme was selected to allow lOOBaseTX Ethernet to

conform with FCC standards for radiated emissions above 30 MHz. An example MLT-3

encoded stream is shown in Fig. 2-5.

OV

-1V
!__+l
Minimum Period

32 ns

Figure 2-4. Periodicity of the lOOBaseTX idle signal

4bl5b data

... MLT:3 signal

Figure 2-5. Sample 4b/5bto MLË3 encoded bitstream

IV
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In addition to the discussed encoding schemes, Ethemet uses a technique for

medium arbitration called Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA). In brief, the Ethernet

hardware first tests the line to see if it is in use by another device. If the line is free,

transmission is initiated. If the line is occupied (a result commonly referred to as a

collision), the hardware waits and then tries again. As a result, it is possible that coupled

interference need only resemble data to a degree that suggests to the hardware that the line

is in use.

2.3.3 Data Encapsulation and Protocols over Ethernet

The Ethernet Protocol does not end at its physical implementation or encoding

schemes. There are stringent rules for the maximum length of data that can be sent in a

bundle. Each bundle of data is called an Ethernet frame and the protocol details that the

maximum frame length must not exceed 1500 bytes [7]. In addition, each frame contains

fields indicating its source and destination address as well as an error correction and

control sequence. These are shown inTable2-2.

Table 2-2.Ethernet Frame Fields

Label Description

Preamble 7 bytes; alternating ones and zeros

Start of frame delimiter I byte alternating ones and zeros stopped by two ones

Destination Address (DA) 6 bytes

Source Address (SA) 6 bytes

Length/Type 4 bytes

Data n bytes ofany value (less than or equal to 1500)

Frame check sequence (FCS) 4 bytes 32 bit CRC over DA, SA, Length/Type & Data

The Ethernet protocol is not sufTicient to ensure successful delivery of data over a

data nefwork. This is accomplished by using higher levels of the Open System

Interconnection (OSI) reference model, all of which are transparent to the Ethernet layer

and the hardware interpreters. Most computer applications rely on Transport Control
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Protocol (TCP). TCP is described officially in RFC 793 L9l. A TCP data bundle is called a

packet and TCP contains very strict rules for dealing with network congestion and packet

loss. In the case of a lost packet or any other TCP time-out, the protocol will request a

resend. Ideally resends should ensure that no packets are ultimately lost but transfer rates

will greatly decrease if the required number of resends is substantial. This decrease in

transfer rates became very apparent when preliminary experiments were performed using

TCP file transfer times as a measurement of throughput. In such experiments, it was

difficult to determine if the file transfer was occuffing much more slowly than expected,

or not occurring at all (that is to say that only some, or all of the TCP packets were being

lost or corrupted). With no way of controlling the resend in TCP, packet loss and packet

loss rate are more accurately monitored using the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) over

lO0BaseTX Ethernet, a protocol hat allows for more flexibility.

UDP is described in RFC 768 to have a "minimum of protocol mechanism,"

meaning very little overhead [9]. Specifically, RFC 768 merely describes how UDP data

packets, called datagrams, should be constructed and leaves any error checking or

handshaking between network hosts up to the UDP implementer. UDP datagrams are

formatted as a2 byte source port, a 2byte destination port,2 bytes for the number of data

bytes enclosed and a 2 byte checksum followed by the actual data. Since it is possible to

simply send UDP datagrams without worrying about the occurrence of resends on lost or

corrupt packets, UDP is well suited for throughput monitoring by simply comparing the

total number of datagrams sent and the total number of datagrams received as a measure

of throughput. Therefore, UDP was adopted for all performed experiments. Finally, it is

noted that while all data packaging undoubtable leads to regular pattems in the transmitted

data stream, the encapsulated data should be relatively random from network to network.

Hence, the material is simply presented for awareness, and is not explicitly exploited in

the parameterization of HIPDI for lOOBaseTX Ethemet.
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2.3.4 The Parameterízation of HIPDIþr I)1BaseTX Ethernet

It is the physical medium and signalling of the l0OBaseTX protocol that defines its

hardware aperture. From the physical medium, HIPDI must be differential-mode

interference below 100MHz. The choice of differential-mode interference is required

because common-mode interference will be arbitrarily converted to differential-mode by

mismatches in hardware amplifiers. This phenomenon is obviously hardware dependent.

In addition, common-mode interference is not recognizedby differential receivers and can

therefore only cause hardware failure. The frequency limit is selected because above

l00MHz the cable itself acts as a filter and other filtration techniques could be used to

remove such interference without affecting communication.

From the signalling scheme used in 1OOBaseTX, further parameters of possible

HIPDI interference are inferred. By creating a simulated bitstream using Matlab in which

a computer file was appropriately packaged (using both a UDP and Ethernet framing

schemes) and encoded using both 4bl5b and MLT-3, the time- and frequency-domain

information of the protocol was extractable. The simulated signal was heavily over-

sampled to provide a near-analog digital representation. An example is shown inFig.2-6.

As the time-domain signal provides little insight into HIPDI parameters, the Fast Fourier

Transform (FFT) was applied in Matlab in order to analyze the frequency spectrum of a

typical bitstream. The FFT in Fig. 2-7 shows that the majority of the energy lies in the l5

to 20 }dHz range but the relative magnitude of the FFT is not large enough to suggest that

interference in this frequency range will be capable of reducing or halting data throughput

more readily than other frequencies. Of course, the frequency of the signal will also vary

with time and therefore the overall frequency response may not adequately describe the

spectral energy content of the protocol as a function of time.

In order to investigate how the frequency of the protocol varies with time, the

Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) was applied to both the simulated bitstream as

well as a portion of the lOOBaseTX idle signal. The purpose herein is not to discuss the

CWT but instead to use it as a tool (relevant theory and a recent application to EMC is

found in [0] and [11] respectively). In general, the CWT sacrifices some frequency-

domain information to preserve some time-domain information. Preliminary applications
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of the CWT found that a lOth order complex Gaussian wavelet using 60 frequency points

from 0 to 100 MHz gave adequate time and frequency resolution in a tolerable amount of

computation time. The upper frequency limit was once again selected due to the nature of

the CAT-5 cable. Fig. 2-8 and Fig. 2-9 show the results. As the protocol dictates, the idle

signal has a large frequency component that is constant in time at 31.25 MHz. It also

exhibits a null at the second harmonic of 62.5 MHz. This is explained by the square nature

of the wave and its symmetry about 0 V. In the case of the simulated bitstream, the

frequency information is primarily contained from 10-50 MHz Finally, for the case of the

idle signal it appears that there is sufficient signal component in the 80-100 MHz range.

From this simple analysis of the time-frequency information of the lOOBaseTX

protocol, HIPDI can be parameterized. In order to resemble data (or the idle signal),

interference energy should be selected in the frequency ranges of l0-50 and 80-100 MHz.

In the case of the idle signal, 3l.25.ll4.Hz is selected as the target frequency. Of additional

interest is that the null in the vicinity of 60-70 MHz could play a large role in the hardware

aperture because energy coupled to the transmission line at this frequency is not expected

to exist during normal data communication. The possibility is suffïcient energy in this

spectrum could act to confuse the hardware interpreters.

In summary this brief, theoretical analysis of HIPDI and the lOOBaseTX protocol

allows the conclusions that for this particular protocol, HIPDI must be differential

interference below 100 MHz having fundamental frequency in the ranges of 10-50 MHz,

60-70 MHz or 80-100 MHz. Specifìcally, 32.15MHz and 62.5MHz appear to be good

choices.
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2.4 Expnnn¿TENTAL Snrup

The experimental system consists of the following major parts: a test network

consisting of a server and a client PC (communicating point-to-point via Ethernet for

which only the interconnecting Ethemet cable is radiated); an electromagnetic

interference generating system consisting of a GTEM cell (wherein the radiation of the

cable takes place), a signal generator and amplifier both programmable by the control PC

over the General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB); an interference measurement system

consisting of an EMI receiver, two oscilloscopes and high impedance probes; and lastly,

data communication throughput monitoring software (running on a control PC). The

general setup is shown in Fig. 2-10.

2.5 THn Thsr Nnrwonxs

For conducting experiments, two test networks were selected: Network A and

Network B. Network A, consists of two Pentium III - 667 MHz computers running the

Linux operating system forming the client and server of a point-to-point Ethernet transfer

EMI Receiver

Oscilloscope(s)

GPIB-ENet/100

Figure 2-10. Experimental setup
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link while Network B, consists of two Pentium II - 266 MHz computers, once again

running Linux. Linux, without graphical user interface, was installed on the client/server

computers in order to reduce any transfer fluctuations that might be caused by maintaining

a graphical user interface on these machines. For Network A, the client and server

computers each had three NIC cards installed: one pair was used for the non-radiated

connection to the experiment control computer, and the remaining two pairs for

introducing variation in the hardware technology used to implement the communications.

For Nefwork B, the client and server computers each had two NIC cards installed, one

each for the non-radiated and radiated connections. In total, three different commercial

brands of NIC cards were used for communicating over the transfer link: two AI2500Tx

models and one 3Com model.

2.6 Nnrwonx Inrnnr¿.cn CARDS

The three types of network cards used in all experiments are listed in Table 2-3.

Technical information for both the AT-2500Tx (V2 and V3) and 3Com cards are available

as online documentation published by the manufacturers. AII three of these NICs are

Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) Bus based cards, compatible with all PCI

supported motherboards. They all support half and full-duplex operation and both

function, from a transmit and receive point of view in the same manner. The purpose for

selecting these three specific network cards, with associated chipsets, is simply based on

their availability in the commercial market. The Real-Tek RTL-8139 chipsets are common

to nearly all commercially available lOOBaseTX network cards in the market today. While

the most current versions of the RTL-8139 chipsets are the 8139c and 8139d they are

functionally the same as the 8139a and 8139b used in the experiments.
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Table 2-3. The Network fnterface Cards

2.7 Tnn ErnnnNET CABLE

Two lengths of CAI-5 Ethemet cable were used as the cable under test: 30 metres

(100 ft.) or 14 metres (a6 ft.).

2.8 DrrrnnnNTrAL-MoDE IxrrnrnRENCE GnNnn¡.TIoN

As previously discussed, in order to generate interference possible of being

classified as HIPDI, it is necessary to generate differential-mode power on the data-pair of

the Ethernet cable. Moreover, the radiation should be covert and therefore remote

radiation of the cable is considered ideal. Although simply injecting differential-mode

interference directly onto the cable would eliminate the problem of coupling energy to a

twisted-pair, this technique is not as revealing because single point injection may produce

a less applicable effect than distributive injection by means of radiation. Therefore, in all

NIC Chipset used Relevant hIIC Specifications

Allied Telesyn
AT-2500Tx V2

Real-Tek RTL8139a 50 MHz Xtal converted to 25 MHz chip clock
3.3V supplies with 5V tolerant I/O
Tx takes 5 bits parallel at25 MHz and serializes to
125ÌlyfHz
Rx uses a PLL to extract 125 MHz clock and con-
verts incoming serial bits to 5 bit parallel at25}dHz

Allied Telesyn
AT-2500Tx V3

Real-Tek RTL8139b 25 MHz Xtal and chip clock
3.3V supplies with 5V tolerant I/O
Tx takes 5 bits parallel at25 MHz and serializes
them 125 MHz
Rx uses aPLL to extract 125MHz clock and con-
verts to parallel.

3Com
3C905C-Tx-M
Etherlink

3Com 920Br05 25MHzXtal
25 i|l4hz internal clock (assumed)
3.3V supplies with 5V tolerant I/O (assumed)
Similar transmission and reception (assumed)
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tests performed, the cable was radiated using a GTEM cell. This required that any

interference resulting in no throughput reduction be checked to ensure that the

interference was truly non-HIPDI rather than interference for which little or no coupling

to the cable was attained.

The RF interference generation system consists of a control computer, connected

via an Ethernet connection to a National Instruments GPIB-ENeí100 Ethernet hub. The

control PC is used to control a Rohde and Schwarz 5 kIIz - 3 GHz signal generator

(model number sMT 03), and a Kalmus 10 kHz - I GHa 100 w amplifier. The

interference signal was taken from the signal generator, run through the amplifier and into

the GTEM cell. The forward power from the amplifier was monitored over the GPIB. The

gain of the amplifier could also be set over the GPIB but it was more accurate and efficient

to keep the amplifier gain constant and vary the power using the signal generator output

power.

Two types of simple interference signals were used in all tests; continuous wave

(CW) and amplitude modulation (AM). The AM modulation was set to l00o/o depth using

a 75 kLlz square wave. This choice was based on preliminary test results that showed data-

rate degradation to be nearly invariant to the selected AM frequency. For both CW and

AM signals, discrete carrier frequencies from I MHz to 100 MHz (in 1 MHz increments)

were selected.

2.9 Tnn Nnrwonx Sorrwanr

Each of the server and client computers were equipped with server and client UDP

software programmed in Java. Each side of the software (server and client) consists of

three separate parallel processes (threads). These threads are responsible for: l) sendingi

receiving UDP datagrams; 2) monitoring the UDP send/receive rate; and 3) monitoring

incoming configuration commands from the control computer via a TCP connection. The

actual UDP data is configurable in content and length. Each UDP packet was selected to

be a set of random data (the same random data for each packet). Due to the overhead in the
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java programs themselves (thread creation and packet monitoring) a programmed inter-

packet delay was set such that the transfer and receive rates were equal and maximum in

the absence of interference.

In order to control the test equipment (source, amplifier, and EMI receiver) from

the control computer, two executable programs were developed in C++; one for writing to

and one for reading from the GPIB bus. These programs were compiled into executables

such that they could be integrated into Matlab along with the Java UDP software. In this

manner the experiments were completely automated.

2.10 ExpnnnrENTAL PnocnnuRrs

Two experimental procedures were performed in order to fully expose possible

HIPDL The first set of experiments was performed on Network A and the second on

Network B, and are denoted as Experiments A and Experiments B respectively. They are

described in the following sections.

2.l0.IExperiments A

In these experiments, the Ethernet cable was selected as either 30 metres or 14

metres in length, which will be simply referred to as long and short respectively. The cable

was randomly oriented in the GTEM cell and attached to the client and server PCs. For

Experiments A, the portion of the cable outside of the cell was left unshielded and no

attempt was made to reduce the common-mode component of the coupled interference.

The GTEM cell (EMCO GIEM, model 5317) was used to expose the cable to the

interference and to isolate the rest of the network. The leakage from the GTEM cell into

the laboratory room was measured to be minimal over the frequency range of interest

(although a small amount of leakage was unavoidable because of the way the cable was

fed through the GTEM cell). The operation of the computers \ /as not affected by this

leakage energy.
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For Experiments A, the actual differential-mode voltage induced on the cable was

measured during communication using a standard high impedance probe (Tektronix

P2l 00) connected to the server side of the Ethernet cable, and a Hewlett-Packard 9 kFlz -
6.5 GHz EMI Receiver/Spectrum Analyzer (model number 85464). The receiver was

controlled remotely through the National Instruments GPIB-ENeí100 hub. A two-inch

section of the Ethernet cable's protective jacket was removed approximately six inches

from where it connected to the Server in order to attach the probe across the data pair. The

probe used did not posses a flat magnitude transfer function, so a calibration test was

performed on the probe and connecting cable. This calibration procedure involved

measurement of the attenuation factors of the probe connected by 7 m of LMR400

Coaxial cable and is described in Appendix A.

Each Experiment of type A consisted of four tests.Each test used an interference

signal type (CW or AM) over the frequency range l-100 MHz, where the radiation power

level was adjusted in order to achieve the desired coupled power level on the data-pair (as

measured using the EMI receiver and probe). The desired power levels on the data-pair

were selected as -20, -15, -10 and -5 dBm.

It was found that taking measurements using the EMI receiver and probe in this

way did not affect data throughput in the absence of interference and was therefore

assumed to have no affect on data throughput in the presence of radiation (even though an

unbalanced probe was being used). Unfortunately, the high-impedance probe as used in

Experiments A, does not give an accurate measurement of the differential-mode

interference induced onto the cable because: l) the Ethernet cable was left unshielded and

the large common-mode current induced on the cable inductively coupled to the probe;

and 2) the probe used was unbalanced on a balanced pair. While results of these

experiments do not accurately show the amount of power required to produce throughput

degradation, they do show frequencies at which reductions in throughput are possible.

Finally, as these experiments aim to achieve a set power level on the cable, they somewhat

compensate for variations in coupling over frequency.
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In all tests, UDP packets of 200 bytes of random data were continually transmitted

from the server to the client. The resulting bit-rate was roughly 2800 packets per second in

the absence of interference. This rate was established by using the inter-packet delay to

ensure that the server transfer rate and the client receive rate were equal.

2.l0.2Experiments B

For Experiments of type B, the Ethernet cable was selected as 14 metres in length.

In an attempt to limit the common-mode coupling and to increase the differential-mode

coupling, the cable was oriented parallel to the septum of the cell as shown in Fig. 2-l L

Uncovered,
Untwisted
Length of Cable

Cable shielded
outside the Cell _-l

Chokes

Figure 2-11. Experiment B cable orientation

Approximately 2 m of the cable covering, was removed and the data-pair was untwisted

and separated by roughly 5 mm in order to maximize the amount of differential-mode

coupled into the cable. Although untwisting and separating the data-pair alters its

impedance, the physical change was found to have no affect on throughput rates in the

absence of radiation. For these experiments, the portion of the cable outside of the cell was

shielded with aluminum foil and grounded to both the GTEM cell and the client or server

GTEM Cross-Section
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PC. This was done in order to reduce the common-mode radiation coupled to the probe

outside of the cell. In addition, common-mode chokes were used inside the cell in order to

funher minimize the amount of common-mode propagated on the cable.

A UDP packet size of 20 bytes was selected resulting in roughly 1000 packets per

second. Notably, the smaller packet size was selected in order to increase the number of
packets per second since the computers used in these experiments were significantly

slower than those of Experiments A.

Each experiment of type B consisted of ten tests. Each test selected a single

interference signal type (CW or AM) over the frequency range 1-100MHz using CW

radiation power of 10, 20,30....100 W. No probing was performed during the tests. In the

absence of transmission, an oscilloscope was used to measure the differential- and

common-mode voltage on the data-pair at frequencies of interest. The differential voltage

was measured using two high-impedance probes, one for each of the data wires. The probe

cords were twisted together in order to minimize any extraneous field pick-up formed by

the loop between the probe cords. The common-mode voltage was measured by using a

single high-impedance probe from one of the data-lines to the ground of the computer

case.

2.ll TEsr Mnrnooor,ocy

The standard test procedure for all types of experiments is shown below (steps A

denote experiments A while steps B denote experiments B):

l. A UDP transfer was initiated, the data being constant throughout each

experiment.

2. Prior to radiation, a baseline receive rate was measured through the cable under

test.

3A.For each test a level of power was chosen for the measured intentional

interference on the Ethernet cable (using the probe and EMI receiver as

described above): -20, -15, -10 or -5 dBm.
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3B.For each test a power level was chosen as the power input into the GTEM cell

(forward power measured on the amplifier): 10,20,30 ... 100 W.

4. The desired radiation type, CW or AM, was chosen.

5. The radiation was turned on.

6A.At each frequency the signal generator source power was increased in 1 dB steps

from -50 dBm until the desired power level on the cable under test was

measured. For certain frequencies, the desired power level was not achievable

because the coupling to the cable was too low and sufficient power was not

available from the amplifier.

6B.The signal generator and amplifier were set to achieve the desired power level.

TA.Once the desired power was established, the receive data-rate as a percentage of

the baseline rate was measured and stored along with the signal generator source

po\¡/er, frequency and the achieved twisted-pair differential-mode power level.

7B.The receive data-rate as percentage of the baseline rate was measured and stored.

88.The data transfer was terminated and the common-mode and differential-mode

levels on the data-pair were measured using the oscilloscope.

2.12 Nnrwonx Hannw¡nn CoNrrcunarroN

For all experiments the NIC card pairs (server and client) are listed in Table 2-4.

Note that only in pair A are the server and client NIC cards different. Subsequently, the

NIC card configuration will be differentiated by their NIC pair label A B or C.

Table 2-4. NIC Pairs Used

I\¡-IC

Pair
Server I\IIC Server Chipset ClientI\I.IC Client Chipset

A AT-2500Tx V3 RTL-8139b AT-2500Tx V2 RTL-8139a

B AT-2500Tx V3 RTL-8139b AT-2500Tx V3 RTL-8139b

C 3Com 905C-Tx-m 3Com-9208R05 3Com 905C-Tx-m 3Com-9208R05
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2.13 Suruuany oF ExppnnvrnNTs Pnnron*rnn

Using the general experimental procedure described above, experiments of type A

and B were performed. The details for each experiment of type A are shown in Table 2-5,

while the details of experiments of type B are outlined in Table 2-6.

Table 2-5. Experiments A

Experiment
hlumber

Modulation
ï!pe

Network
Configuration

Cable
Length (m)

CW A 30

2 CV/ A t4

3 CV/ B 30

4 CV/ B 14

5 CW C 30

6 CV/ C 14

7 AM A 30

8 AM A l4

9 AM B 30

10 AM B 14

11 AM C 30

12 AM C 14

Table 2-6. Tlpe B Experiments

Experiment
Number

Modulation
ïVpe

Network
Configurati

on

CabIe
Length (m)

BI CW B 14

B2 AM B 14
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2.14 ExpnnnnENTAL Rasur,rs AND AN¡,r.ysrs

In order to analyze the experimental results the data is presented in a series of

contour plots. In each plot, the percentage throughput is shown as both a function of

frequency and either the differential-mode power level on the Ethernet cable (in the case

of A-type experiments) or the radiation power level (in the case of B-type experiments).

For example, Fig.2-12 shows the contour plot obtained for Experiment 41. The dark

regions of the plot show areas where less than 10%o throughput resuited. For example,

from l0 to l8MHz, communication has been completely disrupted with -10 dBm (100

mW) of coupled power. White regions show complete throughput (i.e., no degradation).

The results for both types of experiments will now be discussed.

40 50 60
Frequency (l\4Hz)

Figure 2-12. Experiment Al - CW radiation of Network A / NIC pair A /long cable
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2. 1 4. 1 Experiment A Results

As seen from Fig. 2-12, it is possible to disrupt communication completely under

some interference signals, while others seem to have no affect on throughput. Of

immediate interest is the cause for such immunity regions. From analysis of the actual

interference power measured on the twisted-pair, it was found that some of the immunity

regions correspond directly to frequency bands in which it was not possible to couple

sufficient energy. The 20 MHz region of Fig. 2-12 was determined to be such a coupling

null.

Comparing the results of Experiments Al and A2, (the latter shown in Fig. 2-13

and differing only in cable length), it is seen that the contours are quite different. Above

80 MHz, for instance, it was difTicult to achieve any degradation using CW with the short

cable whereas with long cable significant degradation regions are visible. It was found

that in this frequency band there were no coupling nulls. At this time, the only explanation

is that the onset of disruption occurs suddenly when the po\¡/er level reaches -5 dBm on

the twisted-pair and therefore the discrepancies in disruption between the two cable

lengths is caused by the adopted probing technique which does not sufficiently

differentiate between the common- and differential-mode energy coupled to the cable.

More prominent degradation regions were obtained for lower frequencies. A

comparison of both experiments below 80 MHz shows that many of the coupling nulls of

Experiment Al (20, 48 and 52 MHz) are not present in the short cable experiment. In

contrast, new nulls are apparent for Experiment A2that were not visible in Experiment

Al. Of course, it is well known that changing the cable length will change the radiative

coupling and so these results are expected.

A brief comparison of the results of Experiments Al and A2 indicates that CW

radiation in the ranges of 10-50MH2,60-70MHz and 80-100MHz may be possible

HIPDI.
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Figure 2-13. Experiment A2 - CW radiation of Network A / NIC pair A lshort cable

When compared with Experiment 46, shown in Fig. 2-14, it is revealed that

varying the NIC pair from A to C, over the short cable, changes the degradation contour

significantly. Specifically, in the l0 to 1 8 MHz region, -5 dBm is now required to produce

severe degradation compared with the -10 dBm required for NIC pair A. There are fwo

possible explanations. First, although care was taken when changing the NIC pairs, the

cable orientation may have been disturbed slightly within the cell causing a significant

change in the field coupling. Second, it is simply possible that some of the regions of
degradation are hardware dependent. Although the CWT of the lOOBaseTX idle signal

shown in Fig.2-8 shows -8 to -10 dB of normalized CWT coefficient in the frequency

range of 80-100 MHz (originally assumed to be significant spectral components), it is
apparent fhat, aÍ.least for CW, this frequency range may not have a sufficient aperture for

HIPDI. Although not shown, results similar to Experiment A6 were obtained for NIC pair

B (Experiment A4) and, as expected, varying the cable length made little difference in the

n1



overall degradation contour. These results simply implies the existence

dependencies. The results change when the effective bandwidth of the

radiation is increased as a result of AM radiation.

of hardware

interference
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Figure 2-14. Experiment A6 - CW radiation of Nefwork A / NIC pair C lshort cable

When AM interference is considered, much deeper and broader degradation

regions are displayed. For example, Fig.2-15 shows the results of Experiment 412. Here,

the shoft cable was used with NIC pair C as in Experiment 6 of Fig. 2-14.|f is apparent

that the same frequency regions where CW interference showed degradation, AM

interference shows similar degradation at a lower power level. Specifically, the theorized

10-50 MHz range (except for a coupling null near 20 MHz) is such a region. AM radiation

is suspected to produce better throughput reduction due to its broader spectrum that more

closely resembles MLF3 data than simple CW. As shown in Fig. 2-16 and Fig. 2-17,

varying the NIC pair to A and C results in very similar contour plots for AM radiation. For

each NIC pair considered, the theorized susceptible frequency ranges of 10-50 MHz and

60-70 MHz are indeed susceptible to AM interference. The susceptibility in the range 80-

100 MHz seems to be hardware dependent.

Percent Throughput For CW Radiation - A6
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Percent Throughput For AM Radiat¡on - 412
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Figure 2-15. Experiment Al2 - AM radiation of Network A / NIC pair C /short cable

It should be noted that for both CW and AM interference, disruption occurred only

to the protocol and perhaps to the NIC card, but was undetectable in the operation of the

server and client computers themselves. That is to say, all non-network related programs

running on these computers always executed normally, further proof that the GTEM

isolation of the interference was effective.
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Figure 2-16. Experiment A8 - AM radiation of Network A / NIC pair Al short cable
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F igure 2-17 . Experiment A I 0 - AM radiation of Nerwork A / NIC pair B / short cable
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2. I 4.2 Experiment B Results

As the probing method used for Experiments A lacks in its ability to differentiate

between common- and differential-mode interference, Experiments B were performed in

order to properly distinguish between the amount of common- and differential-mode

interference generated by the radiation. The results of Experiment 81 with 20 W of

forward power and 60 W of forward power (respectively approximately 30 and 55 V/m

field strength at the cable) are shown in Fig. 2-18 and Fig.2-19. Experiment Bl
corresponds to CW exposure from I MHz to 100 MHz at 10,20,30 ... 100 W.

'10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 1oo
Frequency - MHz

Figure 2- I 8. Experiment B I - CW radiation of Nefwork B at 20W forward power

loo
l
o¡
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c
o
eoc

Percent Througput for CW Radiat¡on of 20 W FoMard Power - 81
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Percent Througput for CW Rad¡ation of 60 W FoMard Power - 81
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Frequency - MHz

Figure 2-19. Experiment B1 - CW radiation of Nefwork B at 60W forward power

From the contour plots, significant degradation is found even at low power levels.

The lack of throughput reduction up to 17 Mhz was found to be caused by a large coupling

null. When compared with the results of Experiments A in which little disruption occurred

above 60 MHz, we see that for Experiments B disruption is possible up to 100 MHz. Of

importance is that both 33 MHz and 65 MHz (near the idle signal and its second

harmonic) are capable of disrupting throughput at20 W of forward power. In this section,

only CV/ results are shown. The effects of AM radiation are similar to those presented for

Experiments A.

From a thorough analysis of the obtained contour plots important results were

obtained. Table 2-7 and Table 2-8 summarize the measured differential- and common-

mode voltage levels on the line at frequencies of interest. In Table 2-7 , frequencies where

disruption occurred are summarized (the lowest power level at a given frequency

represents the minimum required power for throughput reduction). Table 2-8 shows

frequencies where no disruption was achieved up to 100 W of forward power (the

coupling null up to 77 }i4Hz has been omitted).
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Table 2-7 . Exp eriment Bl Susceptible Freq uencies

Frequency
O/mz)

Radiation
Power
(!Ð

Measured
Common-

Mode
(v pk-pk)

Measured
Differential-

Mode
(mYpk-pk)

7o Throughput

l8 20 4.8 339.7 0

33 10 2.56 339.7 0

54 30
40
50
60

2.08
2.40
2.68
2.96

299.7
320.0
320.9
533.8

95

90
70
0

65 l0 0.48 142.2 0

67 40
50
60

1.52

1.72

1.92

317.8
327.5
344.7

8t
49
0

72 l0 0.14 302.5 0

81 60
100

0.77
1.02

360.6
405.9

90
0

86 r0 0.s0 1 84.1 0

96 s0
60
r00

0.41
0.41
0.54

285.0
329.4
367.8

95
70
0

Table 2-8. Experiment Bl Insusceptible Frequencies

F'requency
(llßz)

Radiation
Power
(!Ð

Measured
Common-

Mode
(v pk-pk)

Measured
Differential-

Mode
(mVpk-pk)

7o Throughput

24 100 5.20 319.7 100

38 100 9.28 939.7 r00

s8 100 4.48 263.4 100

92 r00 0.89 799.7 100
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The frequencies of 33, 65,72 and 86 MHz correspond to total failure of throughput

at the lowest test power of l0 W. The question concerning if throughput reduction is a

result of differential-mode interference is revealed by Table 2-7 and Table 2-8. The

maximum common- mode voltage of 2.56 V pk-pk (all subsequent voltage references are

assumed to be pk-pk values) and the minimum level was found to be less than 0.5 V.

The remaining frequencies of Table 2-7 (18, 54, 76,81, 96) correspond to

throughput reduction above a certain radiation level and 100% throughput below that

radiation level. In nearly all cases, throughput reduction appears to begin at roughly 300

mV while total throughput failure occurs at around 340 mV. The only exception was for

65 MHz where only 142 mV of differential-mode was required. In these cases, the

common-mode does not exceed 4.8 V and was typically 1-2Y.

From the results of Table 2-8 it is possible to make further inferences. Each of the

four frequencies resulted in no throughput reduction up to 100 W. It was found that the

frequencies 24 and 58 MHz were not capable of generating340 mV of differential-mode

which seems to be required for most cases of throughput disruption. Most importantly, at

38 MHz, the common mode was above 9 V (the highest at any of the selected test

frequencies), and no disruption occurred. This is an indication that it is indeed the

differential-mode protocol interference causing disruption. Finally, at 38 and 92 MHz,

more than 700 mV of differential power \¡/ere on the line and no failure occurred. For 92

MHz the results are consistent with Experiments Al, A2 and A6 which indicated that

interference in this frequency range may not have a suffrcient aperture for HIPDI. At 38

MHz, degradation was achievable when AM radiation was selected, suggesting (as did the

results of Experiments A) that AM interference is a more likely HIPDI candidate.

2.15 Sun¡nn¡,ny oF HIPDI ¡.¡rn H¿,nnw¡.nn IxoupnxoENCE

In this chapter the concept of HIPDI has been introduced. The existence of a

HIPDI would pose a severe threat, if implemented as intentional EMI, to the

corresponding protocol for which it was designed as little can be done to guard against it

or to detect it. Experimental results suggest that low-level, narrowband differential-mode
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voltage levels on a lOOBaseTX Ethernet twisted-pair can seriously degrade network

throughput and that these voltage levels are achievable using simple CW and AM signals

in the ranges of 10-50 and 60-70 MHz. Specifically, most test indicate protocol

susceptible to frequencies near the second harmonic of the idle signal at 62.5 l/.Hz and

near the fundamental idle frequency of 3 1.25 MHz.

The question arises as to whether or not the degradation obtained is truly hardware

independent. Obviously, this research has not exhausted all possible hardware

confìgurations. Therefore there is no formal proof (if such a proof exists) that the

throughput reductions achieved were independent of hardware implementation. It is

possible however, to support the hardware independent claim. For example, Fig. 2-20

shows the superposition of a 65 }lHz sine-wave, with a randomly selected phase over a

simulated MLT-3 bitstream. The sine-wave magnitude was selected to be 150 mV pk-pk to

approximate the results obtained from Experiment Bl. It is inconclusive if this

superposition is sufficient disruption of the existing waveform, or if the hardware

interpreter may consider it to be sufficiently data-like to cause collisions at the Ethernet

layer. At higher power-levels however, the waveform becomes more and more distorted.

Fig. 2-21 and Fig. 2-22 show the superposition of a 31.25 MHz CW signal over a

simulated bitstream (the amplitude selected as 300 mV pk-pk and 600 mV pk-pk).

Especially in the 600 mV case, it seems as though the existing waveform is completely

destroyed which could surely be interpreted as a collision by the NIC card.

From these results it seems appropriate to conclude that although the question of

hardware independence is debatable, there is strong experimental results that support the

conclusion that HIPDI for l00BaseTX Ethemet exists. Every hardware configuration

tested so far has failed under the interference parameierized by the hardware aperture.
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Simulated B¡tstream and 150 mV pk-pk CW lnterference at 65 MHz
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Figure2-21. Superposition of MLT-3 with a 31.25 MHz sinusoid - 300 mV pk-pk

Simulated B¡tstream and 340 mV pk-pk CW lnterference at 32.5 MHz
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Simulated Bitstream and 600 mV pk-pk CW lnterference at 32-5 MHz

Superpostion of Simulated Bitslream and CW lnterference at 32.5 MHz

0 0.5 1 1,5 2 2.5
Time ps x 1O-l

Figure 2-22. Superposition of MLL3 with a 31.25 MHz sinusoid - 600 mV pk-pk
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Cuaprpn 3. Praxp V/avp CoupLrNG To A
IJxm'oRM TRaxsMrs sroN Lrxs

In this chapter, as a result of the work performed in the investigation of HIPDI for

lO0BaseTX Ethernet, the BLT solution to the coupling of an electromagnetic plane wave

to a uniform transmission line is presented.

3.1 MorrvnrroN

The research conducted on HIPDI contained a fundamental assumption. For

l00BaseTX Ethernet, a wired medium, the problem of coupling energy to the CAT-5 cable

\¡r'as conveniently avoided. Instead, analysis focused on classifying interference as HIPDI

if suffrcient coupling was achievable (maintaining that the coupling problem had been

sufÏìciently discussed in the literature [6]). Unfortunately, the majority of past research

considers only the case of a deterministic transmission line and interference. In many

practical cases, (for example the random orientation of the CAT:5 cable inside the GTEM

cell for Experiments A of the previous chapter), a probability density function of the

voltage or current coupled to the transmission line terminations is necessary. The source

must be capable of generating suflicient differential-mode on the twisted-pair in order to

disrupt communication, and the common-mode voltage induced on the pair should be

minimal in order to prevent possible hardware failure or hardware dependent common-

mode to differential-mode conversion.

A thorough literature review was performed in order to determine if a solution to

the random coupling problem was available. The search found no previous research in

which this problem had been attempted. In fact, the only twisted-pair research of interest

was found in [12]-[1a]. In [2] electromagnetic pulse (EMP) coupling to a twisted pair is

discussed where the source of excitation as well as the pair geometry is deterministic. In
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[ 3] the radiated field from a twisted pair is analyzed, once again given a deterministic

cable geometry while in [a] the differential- and common-mode coupling of CW

radiation to twisted pair is analyzed given deterministic fields and cable geometry (with

many assumptions in order to simpli$ the solution of the resulting electric field integral

equations).

As little previous work has been done in the area of stochastic coupling, the

problem of statistically evaluating the coupling to a randomly oriented twisted-pair (or

even to a uniform twisted pair or a randomly oriented non-twisted transmission-line)

proved to be too complicated at this time. Instead, the continuation of this research is ta

determíne dístríbutions of the termínatíon voltage and current magnítudes caused by

the couplíng of time-hørmoníc stochøstíc plane waves to ø determínßtíc, Iossless,

uníþrm transmßsion líne ìn free space. The assumption of plane-wave incidence is a

good model for many coupling problems. Specifically, the fields inside a GTEM cell are

generally plane and many common antennas produce plane-waves patterns in the far-field.

The random nature of the field to be studied may be inherent in its angle of

incidence (although the angle is assumed to be fixed for all time), frequency, magnitude,

phase and polarization. As CW interference seems to be a possible HIPDI for lO0BaseTX

Ethernet, the time-harmonic case is an appropriate choice. To simplify the problem, it is

assumed that only the TEM mode of propagation exists. Even though this problem is

physically less complicated than coupling to a stochastically defined non-uniform

transmission line or to a stochastic twisted-pair, it is a problem of significant merit that has

not yet been addressed. In the case of HIPDI, if the CAT-5 cable is sufficiently straight,

common-mode coupling to the cable could be determined by modelling the twisted-pair as

a single conductor upon which common-mode current flows.
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3.2 Tnn Srocnasrrc Coupr,nvc Pnoglnvr

The problem of coupling a time-harmonic external electromagnetic field to a

single, uniform, two-wire transmission-line of length / and separation d as shown in Fig.

3-1 (taken from [15]) involves the solution of the Telegrapher's Equations (assuming only

TEM fields exist on the line) given as:

*ror+zr(x): v,(x)

#rr., + YV(x): .r,(x)
(3.1)

where Z and I respectively represent the total per-unit-length impedance and admittance

of the line [5],[16].

;. ^- ¿t

,"̂l

Zi) zt

(0.0.0) .r =/

Figure 3-1. Transmission line geometry

--_>
-t

The source terms, or forcing functions, Vr(x) and 1r(x) are the per-unit-length

series voltage and shunt current occurring on the line due to the impinging

electromagnetic radiation. The load terms Zo and Z, correspond to the load impedances

and specifu the boundary conditions of Eq 3.1. The question now arises as to how to solve

this problem when zr(x), .Ir(x) and hence v(x) and I(x) are randomly defìned.

For the problem under consideration, the forcing functions Vr(x) and 1"(x) of Eq

3.1 are related to the incident electric and magnetic field by the integrals [15]-tl6]
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v,(x) : -i ørto [rli' @, z)dz

0

d

1,(x) : -¡aC !f!'(x, z)dz

0

(3.2)

and in the case of CW radiation from a fixed source, neither source varies with dimension

(time, space or any other) making Eq3.2 a function of random variables (as opposed to a

stochastic process).

A simple technique was found in publications in the field of stochastic dffirential

equations. Many books (see for example [17]-1211) deal with the problem of solving

differential equations such as Eq 3.1 when the parameters (coefücients, initial conditions

or forcing functions) are random. In the case when randomness is only introduced in the

form of random variables, as is the case of F,q3.2, (and not stochastic processes, a more

complicated problem that is the primary focus of most of the literature in this freld [7]-
[21]), the solution is easily found by fìrst solving the differential equations in the

deterministic case and then applying transformations of the solution to encapsulate the

inherent randomness of the problem (as will be shown in the remaining chapters of this

work). In the next section, a compact, analytic, closed-form deterministic solution to the

plane-wave coupling problem, known as the BLT solution, is presented in order to

numerical generate Monte Carlo densities in Chapter 4.

3.3 Tnn BLjT Sor,urrox

Although there exist different ways of solving the deterministic coupling problem

of interest, the so-called BLT solution (the acronym stemming from the names of the

solution's authors) was selected due to the form of the solution it provides: a compact

function of the problems physical parameters [15]. The BLT solution uses both a

scattered-field formulation and matrix diagonalization to uncouple the Telegrapher's

Equations of Eq 3.1. A complete derivation of the BLT solution can be found in [15] and

[6] although the forms of the solutions are different due to a difference in the selected
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coordinate system. For convenience, a full development of the BLT solution (closely

following that developed in [ 5] is provided in Appendix B while for conciseness only the

solution is presented in this section.

For the x-directed transmission line of Fig. 3-1 and the coordinate system of Fig. 3-

2 (taken from [20]) the solution to the near-end V(0) and far end V(l) voltages arising

from an impinging plane wave are given by:

(3.3)

(3.4)

where Z, isthe characteristic impedance of the transmission line, p6 and p¡ are the near-

end and farlload-end reflection coefficients determined by 2", Zo and Zr (the

characteristic, near-end and far-end termination impedances) and y is the complex

propagation constant along the transmission line. In Fig. 3-2, unit vectors are denoted as

ào where c¿ indicates the appropriate direction. The source terms ,S, and ,S2 are given

by:

l';,'A: ållo',:,1 [;: :|'Fl

hî] 
: *tl'ioo,:,j [;: :l [:l

(3.s)

where:

- E is the phasor representation of the impinging field such that E : lnlZn with

an assumed jult time dependence

- e , O are the azimuthal angle and the polar angle indicating the source of origin

of the field in sphericalcoordinates as in Fig. 3-2

- ( is the polarization angle of the incident field as measured from 0 to $

r r I O¿."tgt."tg."tO. +sinecosd(e(y+l,r-sin0cos{)/-¡¡
lt'l =-orl \ v+¡,tsinocosÖ

Ltt l"rrp¿."tet."te"".0". - sin0cosf le(-y+rksin0coso)/- I[ \ y-jfrsinOcosg
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- ,t is the wavenumber of the plane-wave such that k: a/v with v being the

speed of propagation in the medium and or being the field's angular frequency.

For the free-space medium under consideration, the velocity is related to the permittivity

e, and permeability tro of the region as

Iv:-

"/(eruo)

resulting in a velocity ofpropagation y : c : 3x 108 m/s.

{,.

(3.6)

l\.

Figure 3-2. Selected coordinate system for the BLT solution

3.4 SuuplrrICATIoN oF'THE BLT Sor,uuo¡v

In order to analyze and efficiently program the BLT solution, it is convenient

simplifu Eq 3.3 beginning with substitution of the inverse matrix:

l:: :'l
r l-P, -"1- pop.¿ytlrr,_oJ
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glvlng:

[nrol-] =
lru>)

Performing the required

2(popt-

matrix mr

e2Y

ultip lca

r¡

,li

(l

*ooo,:,1 

L;;-"Jl [;l

tions yields:

+ (t - po¡1-err¡sl 
.

+ (l - orx-os)^921

(3.8)

(3.e)lnror] :
lra>) 2(popt- r2Yt)10

+ po)(-pl) (l + po)(-et,t |-t;]
+ p,)(-er\ (l + p¡)(-prrl þrl

(3.10)

resulting in an explicit equations forthe near- and far-end voltages in terms of the source

terms ,S, and Sr. Similarly, the expression for the near-end and far-end currents is

obtained from Eq 3.4:

22"(popr- tzvt)10
- PoX-p¿)sr

- p,¡(-erl).1,
(3.11)

3.5 Tnn BLT Sor.urroN FoR Lossr,rss TRANSMrssroN Lnrns

As the problem under consideration is coupling to a lossless transmission line, the

complex propagation constant has no attenuation factor and is related directly to the

wavenumber:

lntoi ltt * oolt-p¡),s, + 1t + po)(-erl)^{

lrU>) 2(popt- e2vt) 
ltr * orX-ey/)sr + (l + p,lt-po)sJ

h:¡
(r

v: jk

Considering the termination currents, the lossless assumption results in:
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lrror']

Þt,ll 22,(popt- r2ikt)|0
- po)(-p¡)Sr + (1

- pù(-eikt)^tr + (1

(1 - pn;1-erÅl)Sl

- o,lf-ooltrl
(3. l 3)

(3.14)

3.6 Marr,nn Iupr,nprENTATroN oF rnn BLT Sor,urroN

Eq 3.13 and Eq 3.14 (as well as the simplified voltage expressions) were

implemented in Matlab as a function in order to verifu the BLT solution and obtain Monte

Carlo results. The programming exploited Matlab's efTicient matrix and vector operations

in order to avoid the use of slower "for" loops. In this manner, the function is able to

produce results for various parameter values en mass without iteration. To verify that the

programmed function produced the correct results, a sample problem was selected, used in

two previous implementation of the BLT solution [l5],[16]. The physical problem has a

characteristic impedance of 589C) with load and source impedances of 2950. The

transmission line was assumed lossless and in free space (although the comparative

problems assigned a conductivity and thus a loss to the transmission line it was neglected

herein). The angle 0 was fixed at 30 degrees and the angles $ and ( were fixed at 180

degrees. The frequency was varied from 0 to 90 MHz and the resulting near-end

magnitude was calculated as a function of (kd)/2. Fig. 3-3 shows the results for the near-

end current which are in agreement with the previous implementations [15],[16].

: -r^l 
(W + sinocosd(etr*'ine"oso)rrr- ¡¡ 

I

þ-,(W - sin'cosf (et- r *,inecoso)r - ¡¡_lt:J
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Figure 3-3. Verification of the BLT Solution

It is from the developed equations and the implemented Matlab function that a

statistical analysis of the load curuents and voltages arising from an impinging field on a

transmission line will be investigated in the following chapters. This is fìrst accomplished

by a Monte Carlo analysis in Chapter 4, followed by an analytic approach presented in

Chapters 5 8¿ 6.
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Cuaprpn 4. Moxrp Canro AxaI.ysrs oF
THE SrocuAsTrc CoupuNG
PnoerEM

In this chapter, distributions of the BLT solution parameters are defined. The

selection of these distributions is made based on physical coupling problems of interest,

although any arbitrary distribution could be assigned to any of the parameters in question.

From the assigned distributions and the aforementioned Matlab implementation of the

BLT solution, numerical densities for various physical problems are presented in an

attempt to classify the resulting probability density functions as being exponential, gamma

or Rayleigh distributed.

4.1 Morrv¡.TroN FRoM THE Prrysrc¡,r, Pnonr,npr

It is intuitive from the complexity of the BLT solution that the randomness of the

impinging plane wave, together with the physical properties of the transmission line, will

greatly affect the resulting current or voltage distribution at the transmission line

terminations. As an illustrative example, consider the case of a 30 m transmission line

with 20cm separation distance, matched at both ends (po : pt :0). The source is

assumed to have a deterministic frequency of 60 MHz while the polar angle of incidence

is assumed to be from the horizon (0 : n/2). The azimuthal angle þ and the field phase

angle lE are selected to be uniformly distributed over (0,2n) while the field magnitude

is deterministically selected to be I V/m. In the first case, the polarization of the electric

field ( is deterministically selected to be 0 rad while in the second case, it is selected to be
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uniformly distributed over (0,2n) rad. Fig.4-l shows the resulting probability densities

of the near-end voltage magnitude and phase for deterministic polarization (top) and

random polarization (bottom).

Even in this simplified example, it is evident that the assumed randomness of even

a single field parameter can greatly affect the form of the obtained density. Therefore, the

research herein considers very specific random parameter distributions extracted from

potential physicalproblems. In addition, from the plots of Fig. 4-1 it seems as though the

phase, in both cases, is uniformly distributed over (-n, n). In fact, this is the case for any

single source plane wave provided that the phase of the field is assumed to be uniformly

distributed over (0, 2n). Due to this result, only the magnitude of the voltage at the

terminations of the transmission line will be shown for the remainder of this work.
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Probability Density Function of Near-End Voltage Magnitude
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Figure 4-1. An illustration of the BLT solution complexity for random plane waves - deterministic
polarization (top), random polarization (bottom)
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4.2 Foun Prrysrcnr, Pnonr,nnns

To limit the scope of this research, the following four coupling problems are

considered.

4.2.1 A Síngle Source Incidentfrom Anywhere ín Three-Dimensions

In this problem, a single source of interference is assumed equally likely to be

incident from any direction. For convenience, this source uncertainty is referred to as a

three-dimensional problem (as the source can be incident from any direction in three-

dimensional Cartesian space) The source may have either a deterministic frequency or a

frequency uniformly distributed over a range of frequencies (from f¡ to f¡).The field

magnitude is also assumed to be deterministic or uniformly distributed from lø,1 to lø).

Finally, the polarization and phase angles of the source are both assumed to be uniformly

distributed over (0, 2n) rad. The uniform distribution of the phase angle limits this

problem to interference wavelengths much smaller than the distance from the source to the

transmission line. If instead the wavelength was large relative to the source-transmission

line separation, it is more likely that the phase of the field ariving at the transmission line

would be congregated around a single value, a problem that is not considered herein.

4.2.2 A Síngle Source Incidentfrom the Horizon

In this problem, the frequency, magnitude, polarization and phase of the field are

selected as in the three-dimensional case but the source angle of incidence is assumed to

be level with the transmission line at 0 : n/2. This selection of random parameters

could be accurately used to describe a fìeld from a distant transmitter such as a radio

station antenna to a power line. For convenience this is referred to as the two-dimensional

problem.
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4.2.3 Multíple Sources Incidentfrom Anywhere in Three-Dimensions

In this problem, the random parameters are selected as in the single source three-

dimensional case but the total induced termination current or voltage is assumed to be

attributed to a sum of N statistically independent plane-waves where each wave can have

a different location of origin. Physically, the occurrence of each mode could be attributed

to multiple paths from the source to the transmission line due to obstacle reflections. The

assumption of statistical independence would only hold if the multiple paths introduced

sufficient field variation from the source to the transmission line. Although using a simple

sum of N modes appears to be a limited approximation to the total field at the

transmission line, it has been shown to be an accurate model for the fields resulting in

complex cavities l23l-[24].

4.2.4 Multiple Source Incidentfrom the Horizon

Once again, the random parameters are selected as in the single source two-

dimensional case are considered, but now the total current or voltage at the transmission

line terminations is again assumed to be attributed to the sum of N independent sources.

4.3 UNrronu DrsrnrsurroNs

In the selected problems of interest, it is necessary to select parameters that are

either uniformly distributed over an interval (e.g the phase of the electric fìeld is assumed

uniformly distributed over (0, 2n)) or that are uniformly distributed over a sphere (e.g.

the source angle of incidence in the three-dimensional problems).1 The probability density

function describing a random variable x2 uniformly distributed over an interval (a, b) is

1 . The remainder of this research assumes that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of
probability and random variables including probability density functions and probability distri-
butions. A concise review is available in Appendix 3.

2. In general, boldface variables are reserved for random variables
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simply:

f,(x)

Therefore, selecting a field magnitude

requires the density:

uniformly distributed

(4.1)

over the region Ei to Ef

_1
b-a

(4.2)

To select an incident waveform who's source is uniformly distributed over a

sphere, the angles 0 and $ in the spherical coordinate system of Fig. 3-2 are selected to be

random variables calculated as:

1_1ltnt-wl

0 : acos(2u-l)
þ:2nv

(4.3)

where u and v are uniformly distributed random variables on the inten¿al (0, 1) [25].

This set of random variables describes source locations such that the occurrence of each

spherical coordinate is equally likely.

It should be commented that the selection of uniform distributions for the field

frequency and amplitude are rather arbitrary. The only justification is that in most practical

problems, it is unlikely that the field frequency or amplitude will be distributed over an

unbounded interval. Therefore, the simplest bounded distribution, namely the uniform

one, was selected.

4.4 Moxrn Cmr,o Sn¡ur,¡.rrox

A simple way to determine the distributions arising in a complicated problem is to

use Monte Carlo simulation to numerically generate the desired probability densities and

to then attempt to fit a known curve to the results. For the coupling problem in question,

Monte Carlo analysis simply requires generation of the random parameters and for each
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instance of the parameters, the evaluation of the termination voltages or cunents using the

programmed Matlab function. Once a sufficient number of solutions have been obtained, a

density function can be numerically generated by normalizing a histogram of the results

(where normalization is performed such that the area under the curve is unity as required

of all probability density functions).

In this fashion, a transmission line analysis utility tool was developed as a GUI in

Matlab. The interface is shown in Fig. 4-2. Here, the user is capable of speciffing the

distributions of the parameters for single and multiple waves as well as the desired number

of samples and bins to be used in the calculation of the normalized histogram plots (the

plots of Fig. 4-1 were created using this tool). In addition to the field parameters, the

geometry of the line and the line terminations are fully adjustable. Using the developed

tool, it is an easy matter to investigate the density functions that arise for the problems of

interest.

In the next section, numerous different numerical probability density functions are

displayed for a wide variety of source parameters and transmission line geometries

(including termination impedances). The purpose of the plots is to both show that the

coupling problem produces hugely varying densities based on the assumed physical

parameters and to obtain a qualitative idea of how the resulting densities vary as the

parameters of the problem are changed. No formal proof for the arising densities is

presented.
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Figure 4-2. Monte Carlo analysis tool
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4.5 MoNrn C¡,nr,o Rnsur,rs - A Snvcr-n Souncn INcmnNr N
Tnnnn Dn¡nxsroNs

4.5.1 The Effects of Frequency and Lìne-Length

Although the four specific problems under consideration have been formulated to

describe the random nature of the impinging electric field, the geometry and terminations

of the transmission line must also be taken into account. As a first case, consider the single

source, three-dimensional problem. The transmission line is selected to have a length of

30m and a conductor separation of 0.1 m with a characteristic impedance of l00Q and

matched loads. The field magnitude is chosento be 10 Vim andthe frequency is selected

at 60 MHz. The conductor separation and field magnitude are conveniently selected such

that the product lÛld : 1 . The resulting wave number is 1 .26 and the probability density

function for the voltage magnitude occurring at the near- and far-end of the transmission

line is shown in Fig. 4-3 (the near-end density is on the top while the far-end density is on

the bottom - the convention used for all figures when both the near- and far-end densities

are shown). A summary the physical parameters of all tests performed will be provided in

table format for convenience. For this problem, the physical parameters are summ arized in

Table 4-1 and in all tables, the impedances are assumed to have units of Q.

Table 4-1.3-D Single Source - Setup A

Frequency
FieId

Strength
Length Separation k zc zolPo zLlP L

60Mhz 10 V/m 30m 0.1 m 1.26 100 100/0 I 00/0
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Probability Density Function of Near-End Voltage Magnitude
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Figure 4-3. 3-D single source - Setup A

The density function reveals that the voltage is limited below a maximum of I V

with a greater probability of voltage levels near 0 V than near the maximum.

Dropping the frequency of the source to 100 kHz results in the probability density

of Fig.4-4.

Probabil¡ty Density Function of FâÊEnd Voltage Magnitude
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Table 4-2.3-D Single Source - Setup B

Frequency
Field

Strength
Length Separation h zc zol Po zLlPr

100 kHz l0 V/m 30m 0.1 m 0.002 100 100/0 r 00/0

Probability Density Function of Near-End Voltage Magn¡tude
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Figure 4-4. 3-D single source - Setup B

Probabil¡ty Density Function of Far-End Voltage Magnitude
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Notably, the only change in the problem parameters is that the wave number is

now 0.002. Examining the resulting far-end density shows that the maximum voltage

magnitude has been reduced from I V to 0.06 V and although the general shape of the

density function seems to be approximately the same, the lower frequency density has a

tail that tappers directly to 0 V. At this point, it is also apparent that due to the stochastic

nature of the incident field, provided the loads are matched at both ends of the

transmission line, the densities of the near- and far-end will be the same. For the remainder

of this research, when the transmission-line terminations are matched, only the near-end

voltage density function is shown.

In order to identify the effects of frequency and line-length, it is sufficient to

analyze the BLT solution for horizontal incidence (e : n/2) (it is assumed that the

frequency dependence will be similar in the 3-dimensional case). In the case of matched

terminations, the near-end voltage becomes (from Eq 3.10):

v(o) : 
)"-io,s,

(4.4)

(4.s)

cos(O : I

(4.6)

And the source term ,S2 becomes:

S, : -fflsitttqs-iztct - 1)

value of the near-end voltage is:

lv(o)l : |lulol<r-izu - 1¡l

,,=_u|,'o,(W-sin0cos|(et-r+sinecoso)rtl-1¡}

For horizontal incidence sin(O) : I

maximum coupling occurs and the source

and when cos(þ) : -l and

term becomes:

such that the absolute
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The maximum value of the voltage is clearly lùld only if e-izkt - -1 . Therefore,

the maximum coupled voltage to the transmission reaches lEld only if kl>n/2.If this

value of Èi is not reached, the coupling to the line will achieve a maximum value less than

lEld.lntheresultsof Fig.4-3 (Table4-l)thevalueof kl is3T.Sresultinginamaximum

coupling of lùld : lV. However, in the case of Table 4-2 the value of Æ/ is 0.063 and,

being less than n/2 results in a lower maximum coupling value.

To further demonstrate the effect of the A/ product, consider the same transmission

line geometry and a frequency of 100 MHz (effectively changing the wavenumber to

2.01). The resulting numerical probability density of the near-end voltage magnitude is

shown in Fig. 4-5

Table 4-3.3-D Single Source - Setup C

Frequency
FieId

Strength
Length Separation k z" ZolPo ZLIPL

100 MHz 10 Vim 30m 0.1 m 0.02 100 100/0 100/0

Probabil¡ty Density Function of Near-End Voltage Magn¡tude

0 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0_6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Volhge M

Figure 4-5. 3-D single source - Setup C
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As expected, since the product Æ/ is greater than n/2 the density function reaches the

maximum value of 1 V. At this point it is apparent that changing the length of the

transmission line will affect the resulting distribution in the same manner as changing the

frequency and so only frequency changes are considered for the remainder of this

discussion.

It is of interest to examine the effects of uncertainty on the frequency. For

example, if the frequency is uniformly distributed over a range of 100 kHz to 60 MHz the

numerical density of Fig. 4-6 arise:

Table 4-4.3-D Single Source - Setup D

X'requency
Field

Strength
Length Separation k zc zol Po zLIPL

100 kHz to
60 MHz

10 V/m 30m 0.1 m 0.002
to 1.26

100 1 00/0 1 00/0

0_1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0 I 0.9

Vottage M

Figure 4-6.3-D single source - Setup D

Seemingly, the low- and high-frequency effects tend to give the density the same form as

the high-frequency simulations.
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Probability Dens¡ty Function of Near-End Voltage Magnitude
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4.5.2 The Effects of Load Terminations

To this point, only matched terminations have been considered. As a result, no

reflections occur on the transmission line and the probability density functions obtained

have been relatively smooth. To begin investigating the effects of termination mismatches,

a mismatch at the source is introduced. Specifically, the termination impedances are

selected as Zo : 50 and Z, : 100 at a frequency of 60 MHz. The resulting numerical

densities are shown inFig.4-7

Table 4-5.3-D Single Source - Setup E

Frequency
Field

Strength
Length Separation h z" zolPo zrlP L

60 MHz l0 V/m 30m 0.1 m 1.26 100 501-0.33 100/0

Notably, there is very little change in the shape of the distribution from previous

matched examples. Of interest is that the near-end maximum is now approximately 0.66 V

while the far-end density reaches the largest possible maximum of 1 V with a noticeable

discontinuity in the density at around 0.66 V. A qualitative explanation of the probability

density behaviour is obtainable by considering the form of the BLT solution:

(4.8)

In the case of a mismatched source but matched load, the near-end and far-end voltages

becomes:

+ pn;1-err)Sl

* p,leprlsr 
l

lnroll :
lru>)

I kl + po)(-p¡)sr + (l
,Gopt-.4\ 

[tr * o,X-ey/).sr + (l

I kl + pn)(-er¿l)Sr-l: 
--2rz¡ult_rro,ls, _ prslI,;,4

(4.e)
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and it is apparent that the near end voltage is only a

similar density as the matched case. In contrast, the far-end

S, and ,Sr.

function of ,S, resulting in a

voltage is a function of both
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Figure 4-7. 3-D single source - Setup E

While it is merely speculated that it is this supeqposition that gives the far-end density its

discontinuity, this assumption is further validated when the source frequency is reduced to

100 kHz.
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Table 4-6.3-D Single Source - Setup F

Frequency
X'ietd

Strength
Length Separafion h zc zol Po ztlPt,

100 kHz 10 V/m 30m 0.1 m 0.002 100 50i-0.33 100/0

Probability Density Function of NeaÍ-End Voltage Magnitude
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Voltage M

Figure 4-8. 3-D single source - Setup F
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Now, the superposition of the two source terms ,S, and ,S, is very apparent in the far-end

density. It is also of interest to notice that the effect of the superposition is ultimately

governed by the value of the reflection coefïicients as indicated by 8q4.9. This suggest

that the more closely matched the terminations, the smoother the resulting density

function. The same frequency dependence as in the matched case can give rise to some

very peculiar density functions when the terminations are unmatched as illustrated by

raising the frequency to 1 MHz:

Table 4-7.3-D Single Source - Setup G

Frequency
Field

Strength
Length Separation k zc Zol Po zLlP L

I MHz l0 V/m 30m 0.1 m 0.02 100 501-0.33 100/0

Probab¡l¡ty Density Function of Far-End Voltage Magn¡tude

Vottage M

Figure 4-9. 3-D single source - Setup G
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Probability Density Function of Near-End Voltage Magnitude

Voltage M
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If the terminations are now unmatched at both the load and source by selecting

Zo : 5000 and Z, : 50 the resulting reflection coefficients are p0 : 0.96, pt : -0.33

and the probability densities take a wild deviation from those already encountered:

Table 4-8.3-D Single Source - Setup H

Frequency
Field

Strength
Length Separation k zc zol Po zLIPL

I MHz l0 V/m 30m 0.1 m 0.02 100 s000/
0.96

50/-0.33

Vottage (V)

Figure 4-10. 3-D single source - Setup H
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Once again, raising the frequency back to 60 MHz gives:
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Figure 4-11. 3-D single source - Setup I
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Table 4-9.3-D Single Source - Setup I

Frequency
FieId

Strength
Length Separation k zc zol Po zLIPL

60 ll4Hz 10 V/m 30m 0.1 m 1.26 100 5000/
0.96

s0/-0.33

Probabil¡ty Density Function of Near-End Voltage Magnitude

Probability Density Function of Far-End Voltage Magnitude

Voltage ($



From these results it seems that the reflection coefficients play less of a role at large values

of kl.

If uncenainty in the frequency allows the assumption that the frequency is

uniformly distributed from 100kHz to 60MHz the near-end density of Fig. 4-12 is

obtained (the far-end density is of a similar shape):

Probability Density Function of Near-End Voltage Magnitude

Voltage M

Figure 4-12.3-D single source - Setup J

This particular density is unlike any that have been encountered so far. Changing

the termination impedances to Zo : 50o- and Z, : 75C) but keeping the frequency

range from 100 kHz to 60 MHz results in the densities of Fig. 4-13, which simply shows

how much the shape of the probability density function depends on the reflection

coefficients when low-frequency fields (relative to the length of the line) are present.
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Table 4-10.3-D Single Source - Setup J

Frequency
Field

Strength
Length Separation k z" Zol Po zrlP L

100 kHz to
60 MHz

l0 V/m 30m 0.1 m 0.0021

to 1.26

100 s000/
0.96

s0i-0.33
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Table 4-11.3-D Single Source - Setup K

Frequency
Fietd

Strengtb
Length Separation k zc zol Po zLl PL

100 kHzto
60 MHz

10 V/m 30m 0.1 m 0.0021

to 1.26

100 50/-0.33 75/-0.14

Probability Density Functjon of Near-End Voltage Magnitude

03 04
Voltage M

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0_5 0.6 0.7 0.8

Voltage M

Figure 4-13. 3-D single source - Setup K
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Having seen the wide variety of densities functions arising from numerous

transmission lines and field frequencies, it seems unlikely that a single function will

adequately describe all cases. Fortunately, Monte Carlo analysis makes it possible to

quickly calculate the densities for any geometry and source.

4.5.3 Effect of Field Magnitude

To this point, only a deterministic field magnitude has been considered. Although

the previous results show only the case of a l0 V/m field magnitude, it can be shown (as

found in Example 3 of Section 5.4 in Chapter 5) that multiplying a distribution by a

different constant simply scales the distribution accordingly. Hence, if the electric field

was instead I V/m or 100 V/m all of the resulting distributions would have the exact same

form over a different interval. If however, significant uncertainty is present in the field

magnitude, many of the distributions already seen seem to become more regular. Consider

the case of Table 4-l and Table 4-2 where now the field magnitude is uniformly

distributed between 10 and 20 Y/m. The following results are obtained which are very

similar to those for the deterministic case:

Table 4-12.3-D Single Source - Setup L

X'requency
FÍeld

Strength
Length Separation k zc zol Po zLIPL

60 MHz l0 to 20
V/m

30m 0.1 m 1.26 100 1 00/0 100/0
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Probab¡lity Density Function of Near-End Voltage Magnitude
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Figure 4-14. 3-D single source - Sefup L

Probability Density Function of FaÊEnd Voltage Magnitude

Table 4-13.3-D Single Source - Setup M

X'requency
Field

Strength
Length Separation k zc zol Po zLIPL

100 kHz 10 to 20
V/m

30m 0.1 m 1.26 100 100/0 100/0
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Probability Density Function of Near-End Voltage Magnitude
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Figure 4-15. 3-D single source - Setup M

In the case of termination mismatches the uncertainty in the field magnitude

seemingly smooths the overall density of the termination voltages as shown by comparing

the results of Table 4- I I with the same parameters except for source uncertainty from I 0-

20 Y/m.
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Probability Density Function of Far-End Voltage Magnitude
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Table 4-14.3-D Single Source - Setup N

Frequency
Field

Strength
Iængth Separation k zc zol Po ZLIP L

100 kHz to
60 MHz

l0 to 20
V/m

30m 0.1 m 0.002
to 1.26

100 50/-0.33 751-0.14

Probabil¡ty DensiÇ Function of Near-End Voltage Magnitude
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Figure 4-16.3-D single source - Setup N

If even further uncertainty is assume such that the field magnitude takes on equally likely

values from l0 V/m to 100 V/m, the results of Fig. 4-17 are obtained.

Probability Density Function of Far-End Voltage Magnitude
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Table 4-15.3-D Single Source - Setup O

Frequency
Field

Strength
Length Separation k zc zolPo ztlP L

100 kHz to
60 MHz

l0 to 100

V/m
30m 0.1 m 0.002

to 1.26

100 501-0.33 75/-0.14

Probability Density Functjon of Near-End Voltage Magnitude
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Voltage (V)

Probability Dens¡ty Function of Far-End Voltage Magnitude

2345678
Voltage (V)

Figure 4-17. 3-D single source -Setup O
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In general, the effects of the termination mismatches are reduced as the uncertainty

in the field level increases. Comparing this same range of field magnitude with the

matched case shows a limiting-type monotonic density function:

1234567A9
Voltage M

Figure 4-18. 3-D single source - Setup P
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Table 4-16.3-D Single Source - Setup P

Frequency
Í'ield

Strength
Length Separation k Z, zol Po zLIPL

100 kHz to
60 MHz

10 to 100

V/m
30m 0.1 m 0.002

to 1.26
100 100/0 100/0

Probability Density Function of Near-End Voltage Magnitude

Probability Density Funcüon of Far-End Voltage Magnitude
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4.5.4 Summary of the Three Dimensional Single Source Results

In summary the resulting probability density functions for a single radiation

source equally likely to be located anywhere in space, are highly dependent on the

problem in question. It has been shown that for a monochromatic wave with deterministic

field magnitude, the resulting density functions are smooth in the case of matched loads.

In the case of load mismatches, large discontinuities appear in the density functions. These

effects are minimizedif sufficient uncertainty is present in the fìeld magnitude or if the

product Æ/ is sufüciently high.

4.6 Moxrn C.mr,o Rnsur,rs - A Snvcr,n Souncn oN TrrE
Ilonrzox

Now considering a source impinging from the horizon (0 : n/2) with the same

frequency and physical properties as Table 4-l the near-end results of Fig. 4-19 are

generated.

à
ô
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d

Probab¡lity Density Function of Near-End Voltage Magnilude

w44.yi¡q...W

Vollage M

Figure 4-19. 2-D single source - Setup A

Table 4-17.2-D Single Source - Setup A

Frequency
Field

Strength
Length Separation h zc zol Po zLIPL

60 MHz 10 V/m 30m 0.1 m 1.26 100 100/0 100i0
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Once again the symmetry of matched loads is visible

distributed between -n and ri. Lowering the frequency

produces the same effect as in the three dimensional case:

and the phase is uniformly

to 100 kHz as in Table 4-2

250

200

150

100

50

0.03 0 04

Voltage (V)

Figure 4-20. 2-D single source - Setup B

Once again, the maximum voltage level is reduced as explained by the dependence on the

parameter kl inthe previous section.

4.6.1 The Effects of Load Terminations

Once again, the effects of mismatches in the load are not very apparent at high

values of kl. This is illustrated using Zo : 50O while leaving the load impedance

matched. The results are similar as those obtained for the three dimensional single source

problem.
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Table 4-18.2-D Single Source - Setup B

Frequency
Field

Strength
Length Separation h zc zolPo ZLIPL

100 kHz 10 V/m 30m 0.1 m 0.002 100 100/0 l 00i0

Probabil¡ty Dens¡ty Function of Near-End Voltage Magnitude
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Table 4-19.2-D Single Source - Setup C

Frequency
Field

Strength
Length Separation h zc zolPo zLl PL

60 MHz l0 V/m 30m 0.1 m 1.26 100 50/-0.33 100/0

Probability Density Function of Near-End Voltage Magnitude
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Probability Density Function of Far-End Voltage Magnitude

Figure 4-21. 2-D single source - Setup C
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Table 4-20.2-D Single Source - Setup D

Frequency
Fietd

Strength
Length Separation k zc zolPo ZLIPL

100 kHz l0 V/m 30m 0.1 m 0.002 100 50/-0.33 100/0

As in the three-dimensional case, lowering the frequency to 100 kHz thereby lowering the

value of kl to 0.063 gives a great change in the probability density function at the load.

0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03

Voltage M

0.03 0.9
Voltage M

Figure 4-22.2-D single source - Setup D
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Probability Density Function of Near-End Voltage Magnitude

Probab¡lity Density Functìon of Far-End Voltage Magnitude
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4.6.2 Effect of Field Magnitude

Sufficient uncertainty in the field strength once again brings the density function to a

limiting-type monotonic case:

0.r o.2 0.3 0.4 0_5 0.6

Volage M
Figure 4-23. 2-D single source - Setup E
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Table 4-21.2-D Single Source - Setup E

Frequency
Fietd

Strength
Length Separation h zc zolPo ZLIPL

100 kHz l0to 100

V/m
30m 0.1 m 0.002 100 50/-0.33 100/0

Probability Density Function of Near-End Voltage Magnitude

Voltage (V)

Probab¡lity Density Function of FaÊEnd Voltage Magnitude
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4.6.3 Summary of the Single Source on the Horízon Results

As seen from this brief numerical analysis of the single source located on the

horizon, the qualitative results are very similar to those in the three-dimensional problem.

In both cases, although the physics of the coupling problem greatly affect the probability

density functions of the near- and far-end voltages, Monte Carlo analysis is capable of

quickly generating plots that accurately portray the complexity of the distributions.

As it is often more convenient to analyze such a distribution analytically, it is now

desired to see if any known density functions provide simple and accurate approximations

to any of the probability density functions seen to this point. The remainder of this chapter

attempts to fit a limited number of known distributions to the obtained numerical results

for both single source problems and the problems of N sources both the three and fwo

dimensional cases.

4.7 Soun ConnuoN PRoBABrLrry Dnxsrrrns

Although numerical Monte-Carlo algorithms are convenient for discovering the

density function of a random event, it is often desired to be able to describe the nature of

the distribution with an analytic expression. For example, if an EMC engineer was

attempting to design protection for a transmission line in an environment where the field

levels are stochastically defined, it would be more convenient to work from an analytic

formula for the voltage levels than from a numerical plot.

Herein, only the exponential, gamma and Rayleigh distributions are considered

which occur commonly in a wide array of statistical problems. Each of the considered

density functions exists for all positive values of the dependent variable from (0, oo) . As

will be seen, this type of infinite tail is not ideal due to the bounded nature of the BLT

solution.
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4.7. I The Exponential Distributíon

The exponential distribution is characterized by the probability density function:

f,(x) : )"e-M (4.r0)

and is a distribution with a single shape parameter À. The general shape of the curve rs

shown in Fig. 4-24 for ìt : 2 and l" : 0.2. Overall, as the parameter changes, the

general shape of the density remains the same.

Figure 4-24. Exponential distribution

4.7.2 The Gamma Distribution

The gamma distribution is characterizedby the density function:
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and is a function of two parameters c¿ and B. The function f
function and is defined as:

f(a) : 
[ta-te-tdt.
0

is known as the gamma

(4.r2)

where, if the argument c¿ is an integer n,the resulting gamma function simplifies to:

f(n+7): n!, (4.13)

where ! denotes the usual factorial operation. The density is shown below for cr : I and

þ : 1,2.

Figure 4-25. Gamma distributions
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4.7.3 The Rayleigh Distribution

The Rayleigh distribution arises classically from the square-root of the sum of two

normally distributed independent random variables [22].The distribution requires a single

parameter o and may be deflned in terms of its density function:

x __t_

f,oyí*): i'2o2,x>o

and is shown in Fig. 4-26 for o' : I and a : 2.

Rayleigh Probability Density Function

(4.14)
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F igure 4-26. Raylei gh distributions

4.8 Frrrnvc DrsrnrnurroNs To MoNTE CARLo RESULTS

The Matlab statistical toolbox contains built in functions for fitting the

distributions in question to a set of randomly generated data. The procedure uses

Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) l22l to provide a fit to within a default of 95%

confidence.
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For some of the coupling problems of interest, Matlab was used to fit a probability

density, each of the type gamma, exponential and Rayleigh to the Monte Carlo

simulations. In the case of single sources, only those problems resulting in sufüciently

smooth densities were selected for fitting. For any of the obtained density functions where

load-mismatches resulted in a density function that was highly discontinuous Monte Carlo

analysis is probably best, but as will be shown, in some situations with mismatched loads,

high frequency and field magnitude uncertainty can make fitting accurate.

In addition to the single source cases distribution fits were generated for multiple

sources located anywhere in space and anywhere on the horizon.

4.8.I Fitting to the Three-Dimens¡onal Single Source Problem

Consider yet again the first example of this chapter given in Table 4-l (reproduced

here for convenience). The resulting density function and attempted distribution fitting for

the near-end voltage is shown inFig.4-27.

o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0_5 0 6 0.7 0 I 0.9

Voltage (V)

Figure 4-27. MLE fit for 3-D single source - Setup A
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Table 4-22.3-D Single Source Fit - Setup A

Frequency
Fietd

Strength
Length Separation k Z, zol Po zLlP t,

60 MHz l0 V/m 30m 0.1 m 1.26 r00 r00/0 I 00/0

Near-End Voltage Magnitude Probab¡l¡ty Dens¡ty

o GEhmEF¡t -c =1 17S.p=0gffi
¡ RayldghFit-6E0.35æ
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From the plots it appears that none of the maximum likelihood estimations seem to

fit the numerical curve very well. Actually, this is expected because the numerical density

function does not go to zero in the interval (0, 1) . In attempting to fit this kind of a

distribution with a density function having an infinite tail, no parameter selection will

result in a good fit because for the entirety of the fitting curve is to be contained within

(0, 1) it must ultimately go to 0 on that interval. This suggests however, that lowering the

frequency to 100 kHz as in Table 4-2 will give a better fit as the resulting numerical

density goes much closer to 0 in the interval (0, l) This is shown in Fig. 4-28, againfor

the near-end density function

Volhge M

Figure 4-28. MLE fìt for 3-D single source - Setup B

Even though now the numerical density function approaches zero in the interval

(0, 1) and the gamma and exponential functions fit better than in Fig. 4-28, both the

gamma and exponential MLEs fail to adequately capture the random nature of the voltage

magnitudes. Potentially, this could pose a problem to an EMC design engineer. Suppose,
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Table 4-23. 3-D Single Source Fit - Setup B

Frequency
Fietd

Strength
Length Separation k zc zolPo zLlP L

100 kHz l0 V/m 30m 0.1 m 0.002 100 r 00/0 100/0

Near-End Voltage Magnitude Probability Density

- 
Numedc€¡

c GammaFit -a = 1.0461. 0=0.01913
I Rayleigh Fil -o = 0.018153
a, ExÞon Fit - 7- = 0.020016
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for cost reasons, it is desired to design cable protection against 80% of all possible

incident fields in a stochastic environment. In order to obtain the required information for

designing such protection it is convenient to look at the cumulative probability

distribution (CDF) of the problem, obtainable by numerically integrating the density

function. The CDF for this problem is compared to the CDFs of the exponential, gamma

and Rayleigh distributions having parameters associated with the MLE fits of Fig.4-29

0.01 0.o2 0.03 0.04 0.05 0

Voltage (V)

Figure 4-29. CDF for 3-D single source - Setup B

In the numerical CDF, 80% of the probability is contained below 0.36 V while in the

gamma and exponential distributions, 80% probability is contained below 0.31 V.

Although the difference appears small in this case, when more coupled energy is possible,

the difference will become more evident. Consequently, the undershoot of the gamma and

exponential fits could potentially lead to system failure if the 80% protection limits are

stringent.

There is a single case where a distribution fit works very well for matched loads. If
the uncertainty in the field strength is assumed to be between l0 and 100 V/m the resulting

distribution fits are:
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Near-End Voltage Magnitude Distribution
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GeneEted Rayleigh CDF
GeneGted Exponent¡al CDF
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Table 4-24.3-D Single Source Fit - Setup C

Frequency
Field

Strength
Length Separation h z" zolPo ZLIP L

100 kHz 10 to 100

V/m
30m 0.1 m 1.26 r00 1 00/0 100/0

Near-End Voltage Magnitude Probabil¡ty Density
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Voltage M

Figure 4-30. MLE fit for 3-D single source - Sefup C

The CDF of the numerical results and gamma fit displayed in Fig. 4-31 show much better

agreement than previously considered cases.
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Near-End Voltage Magnitude Distribution
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Figure 4-31. CDF for 3-D single source - Setup C

If the line terminations are mismatched, it is apparent from previous results that

only suflicient uncertainty in the field strength and/or a suffìciently high maximum

frequency will result in an accurate fit. As an example consider the results of Fig. 4-32

where the terminations have been selected as 75O and 95O where the field is once again

a deterministic 10 V/m.

Table 4-25. 3-D Single Source Fit - Setup D

Frequency
Field

Strength
Length Separation k zc zol Po zLlP L

100 kHz 10 V/m 30m 0.1 m 1.26 100 75/-0.14 95/-0.026
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Near-End Voltage Magnitude Probability Density

o GammaFil -û = 1.æ16, p=0.01573
! RãYIeigh Fil -6 = 0.01558
i, Expon Fit - i= O017171

0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05

Voltage (Ð

Far-End Voltage Magnitude Probabil¡ty Density
50

45

40

35

0 0.01 0.o2 0_03 0.& 0.05 0.6 0.07

Voltage M

Figure 4-32. MLE fit for 3-D single source - Setup D

As expected, the gamma and exponential fits are still poor. If however, the field strength is

assumed to be uniformly distributed between l0 and 100 V/m, the exponential and gamma

fits are very accurate as shown in Fig. 4-33.
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Table 4-26. 3-D Single Source Fit - Setup E

Frequency
Field

Strength
Length Separation k Z

C
zol Po zLlPr

60 MHz l0 to 100

Vim
30m 0.1 m 1.26 100 75/-0.14 9st-0.026

Near-End Voltage Magnitude Probability Density

- 
Numedcal

o GammaFil -a : 0.87728. p :0.1081
I Raylergh Fil -o = 0 095097

i. Expon F¡t -l = 0.æ4æ3
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Figure 4-33. MLE fit for 3-D single source - Setup E
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ô Gâmma Fit -û = 0.99243. p = 0.111æ
I RayleighF¡t-s = 0 10941
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Having attempted to fìt analytic distributions to the single-source 3-D problem it

seems that good agreement occurs only if the field magnitude is contained in a sufficiently

large interval. In all other cases, it does not seem that an exponential, gamma or Rayleigh

distribution accurately captures the random nature of the coupling problem.

4.8.2 Fítting to the Two-Dimensional Síngle Source Problem

As already shown in the results of Fig. 4-19 to Fig. 4-23, the two-dimensional

single source problem has similar trends as the three-dimensional problem. Therefore,

probability density fitting to the horizontally located single source problem is not

presented.

4.8.3 Fitting to the Three-Dímensional Multiple Source Problem

Considering the sum of N waves in the three-dimensional problem, two physical

examples with 2 and 5 waves each adequately shows two extremes of the possible voltage

densities. The first problem is that of matched loads at 100 kHz. Fig.4-34 and Fig. 4-35

respectively, show the results of 2 and 5 waves on the far-end voltage density function.

Table 4-27.3-D Multiple Source Fit - Setup A

Frequenc

v
Field

Strength
Length Separation k z" ZolPo zLl PL

100 kHz l0 to 100

V/m
30m 0.1 m 1.26 r00 r 00/0 I 00/0
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Near-End Voltage Magnitude Probability Density

- 
Numerical

ø GammaFit -q=2.0022, p=0.015321
I Rayleigh F¡t - q = 0.025651
.í ExponFit -À=0,030674
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Figure 4-34. MLE fit for 3-D multiple sources - Setup A - 2 waves
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Figure 4-35. MLE fit for 3-D multiple sources - Setup A - 5 waves

Near-E nd Voltage Mag nitud e P ro bab ility De ns ity
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From the two resulting densities and fits, it seems that as the number of waves increases, a

Rayleigh density becomes an accurate measure of the voltage density. Although not

shown, as the number of waves increases further, the Rayleigh fit becomes a better and

better match.

For mismatched loads of 75O at the source and 95O at the load, the fits are

shown for 2 and 5 waves in Fig. 4-36 andFig.4-37 respectively.

Table 4-28.3-D Multiple Source Fit - Setup B

Frequency
Field

Strength
Length Separation ft z" zol Po zrlP t,

100 kHz l0 V/m 30m 0.1 m 1.26 100 75/-0.14 95/-0.026

30

20

15

Voltage (V)

Figure 4-36. MLE fit for 3-D multiple sources - Setup B - 2 waves
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Near-End Voltage Magnitude Probability Density

- 
Numerical

o GammaFit -d=2.022, p=0.01302
I Rayleigh F¡t-o = 0.02198

i ËxponF¡t -t=0.026325
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Near-End Voltage Magnitude Probability Density

Figure 4-37. MLE fit for 3-D multiple sources - Setup B - 5 waves

Once again, even though the terminations are unmatched, the Rayleigh distribution is a

very good fit at 5 waves. The exactness of the fit is best expressed by the CDF of the

density as shown in Fig. 4-38 which shows that the Rayleigh distribution is nearly an

exact match.
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Near-End Voltage Magnitude Distribution
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GeneËted Rayleigh COF
GeneÉted Exponential CDF

Figure 4-38. CDF for 3-D multiple sources - Setup B - 5 waves

The resulting fìts of N waves in three-dimensions are more useful than those of a

single wave in three-dimensions. It has been showed that for small mismatches, Rayleigh

distributions could be used to accurately model the termination voltages provided a

sufficient number of statistically independent waves is present.

4.8.4 Fitting to the Two-Dimensional Multíple Source Problem

Considering the same two physical configurations as in the three-dimensional

case, a horizontal source location for the matched case with 2 and 5 waves results in the

densities of Fig. 4-39 and Fig.4-40.

Table 4-29.2-D Multiple Source Fit - Setup A

Frequency
Field

Strength
Length Separafion k z" zolPo zLIPL

100 kHz l0 Vim 30m 0.1 m 0.002 r00 l 00/0 1 00/0
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Near-End Voltage Magnitude Probability Density
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Figure 4-39. MLE fit for 2-D multiple sources - Setup A- 2 waves
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Figure 4-40. MLE fit for 2-D multiple sources - Setup A - 2 waves
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Near-End Voltage Magnitude Probability Density
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In two-dimensions, the fit

dimensions. At 5 waves however,

When the same load mismatches

results are:

for two waves is noticeably worse than that

the Rayleigh distribution is once again a very

are considered as in the three-dimensional

in three-

good fit.

case, the
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0.06

Voltage (V)

Figure 4-41. MLE fit for 2-D multiple source - Setup B - 2 waves

Table 4-30.2-D Multiple Source Fit - Setup B

F'requency
Í'ield

Strength
Længth c^---^¿-:^-ÐçP4r AürU[ Ln zc zol Po zrlPL

100 kHz l0 V/m 30m 0.1 m 0.002 100 75/-0.14 9s/-0.026

Near-End Voltage Magnitude Probability Density

- 
Numerical

o GammaF¡t -û = 1.411, ß= 0.019089

! Ray¡eigh F¡t-o = 0.023208

{. ExponFit -l=0.026935
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Near-End Voltage Magnitude Probability Density

Voltage (V)

- 
Numerical

o GammaFil -e=2.7046, ß=0.016698
¡ Rayleigh Fit - q = 9.93665U
(¡ Expon F¡t - ¡, = 0.045162
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Figure 4-42. MLE fit for 2-D multiple source - Setup B - 5 waves

Once again, a Rayleigh fit is very close provided a sufücient number of waves is present.

4.9 Sunnnnany

In this chapter, numerical analysis of the voltage densities at the terminations of a

transmission-line arising due to stochastic plane wave coupling have been presented. In

general, it seems that only Monte Carlo analysis will give an accurate picture of the

voltage densities when the transmission line is unmatched. However, in the case of

matched lines, a Rayleigh distribution seems to be a very accurate fit when numerous

plane waves are considered. In the case of a single plane wave with deterministic

magnitude with matched loads, none of the densities considered accurately match the

numerical results. Only if sufÏicient uncertainty is present in the field strength does the

voltage density approach an exponential or gamma distribution. In all single source cases,

the phase has been shown to be uniformly distributed over the range (-n, n) .
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CHaprER 5. FLNCTIoNS oF RaxooM
VanreBLES

The work of Chapter 4 on determining approximate MLE fit densities of the load

and source voltage magnitudes resulting from the coupling of stochastic plane waves to a

deterministic transmission line failed in many cases. Specifically, for a deterministic field

value and matched loads, the considered density fits give a very poor approximation to the

actual numerical curve (as shown in Fig. 4-27). Therefore, the remainder of this research

is concerned with determining analytic distributions to the BLT solution in the special case

of matched loads where the field is assumed to be monochromatic with a deterministic

magnitude.

This chapter presents the necessary theory for finding analytic density functions

for the BLT solution by considering the BLT equations to be functions of random

variables. As a result of the presented theory it \^/ill become apparent that in most, if not

all cases, determining an analytic density function is too complicated to be feasible. The

probability theory and techniques discussed are well known and are taken extensively

from the literature.

In Chapter 6, the developed theory is applied the horizontal incidence problem of

Chapter 4 for matched loads, and a single source having a deterministic frequency and

field magnitude.

5.L Tnn BL,jT Sor,urroN: A F'uNcrroN oF'Ramo*r Vanr,mr,ns

Consider the BLT solution to the plane-wave coupling problem:

2(p op t - e2i kt)
lnror]
lrra)

kt * oox-pr)Sr + 1t + po)(-er¿l)Sl

L,t * o,r,- eikt)st+ (1 + p¡lt-po)sJ
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(s.2)

From the equations it is apparent that the voltage at the line terminations is an algebraic

and transcendental function of the stochastic parameters e , 0 , Ç, k and E. Therefore,

this chapter is devoted to introducing the appropriate mathematical foundation for

determining the probability density function of the near- and far-end voltage as given by

Eq 5.1 and Eq 5.2 through transforms of random variables. The development of the theory

is borrowed heavily from [22] and 126l.lt is still assumed that the reader is familiar with

the basic concepts of random variables and distributions of random variables. A brief

review of these concepts is presented in Appendix C.

5.2 DnrnnvrrNrNc THE DENSITy oF A MoNoroNrc X'uNCTroN
oF A R¡,NUOVI Vnnr¿.nr,n

The BLT solution contains sines and cosines of the angles of incidence and

polarization. To simplify the equation, it would be convenient to replace all of the

trigonometric functions with new random variables with known probability density

functions. Therefore, methods for determining the distribution of a function of a single

random variable are required. This is first demonstrated for the case of a monotonic

function next, and fully developed for any arbitrary function in section 5.3.

Consider a random variable y related to a RV x with known density fr(Ð by the

function g.

y: g(x) (s.3)

In orderto determine the statistics of y from the density fr(X) it is first assumed

that the function of interest g(x) relates the random variables x and y in a monotonically

increasing or decreasing way.

I lcosêlcosê"n*ôrseq: J¡n-Or¡n-ç) + sinecosd(¿(r + sin0cosôrr/_ l)
= _rol [---TTìïnecos4

lr-,(W - singcosf (e(- r + sinocosþ)/ - IFI
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Determining fy(n is most easily accomplished by considering the CDF F(Y) of

the RV y. By definition, F(Y) : P {y < Y\ : P {g(x) < Y\ and since the function in

question is either monotonically increasing or decreasing, an inverse function g-l exists

uniquely. Therefore:

l) If the situation is such that g is monotonically increo.singthen the CDF of ,u

is related directly to the CDF of x as

F(Ð : P {x < tt(n¡ : F,L{t (Ðl . Differentiating the CDF yields:

fy(v) : olrf ,rr-t(Ðr : .f,[g-.ølolrlrtrnl. (s.4)

In this case the derivative of g-l is always positive. The absolute value sign
has been added for convenience when considering the monotonically
decreasing case.

2) If the case is that g is monotonically decreasingthen the CDF of y is related

direcrly ro rhe cDF of x as F().) : p{x>tl(n } : l-F,trt(Ð)1.
Differentiation of the CDF results in:

fy(Ð : fto -F,lB1(Ðl) : -f,Lg-l(Ðl(frs-'tn) , (s.5)

but in this case the derivative is always negative making Eq 5.4 also

applicable (the point of including the absolute value sign). Finally, Eq 5.4

maybesimplifiednotingthatry:ffil^:',.nresulting

in:

l0l -

(s.6)



The use of the variable R in Eq 5.6 is selected as it represents the concept of aroot

of the function Y : g(X) for a given value of Iz. In the case that the function is

monotonically increasing or decreasing, any given value of )' has a single root given by

R : g-l(Ð. In summary, calculating the density of a monotonic function of a single RV

x simply requires evaluation of the density f(Ð at the root of the function for any

y : g(x) divided by the absolute value of the derivative of the function evaluated at the

same root. Note that in the monotonic case, the derivative of the function with respect to

the root is equivalent to the derivative with respectto X .

5.3 AN ARBTTRARy X''u¡vcrroN oF A RANDoM VARTABLE

Having solved for the density of a monotonic function of a RV, a natural extension

to determining densities of arbitrary functions of a RV would be to break up the function

into monotonically decreasing or increasing regions and apply Eq 5.6 to each region in

order to obtain f(Y) .

We consider the function .y : g(x) where y can be broken up into N

monotonically increasing or decreasing sections (XpX)...(XpX¡*)...(Xu_r,X¡,,)

over the range of x.In each region of monotonicity (X,, X¡*) there will exist a single

root .R,. Then, the total density of y f(Ð can be determined as

(s.7)

It will become clear through examples that care must be taken in the evaluation of

Eq 5.7 . Specifically, the range of y corresponding to different monotic sections of x will

ultimately be different for each monotonic section. For example, a monotonic region
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(XpX2) under transformation may contribute to a range (Yo,Yr) while a monotonic

region (XpX¡*1) maycontributetoarange (Yb,Y") where a<b<c.ForprecisenessEq

5.7 should be written as

fr(Y e {s(X),&(X¡* r)}) = (s.8)

in order to remove any ambiguity.

5.4 Trnnn Usnruq lr,r,usrn¡.Trvr Ex¡,vrpr,ns

The following examples illustrate the application of the theory of functions of a

single random variable. They have been selected based on their presence in Chapter 6

when an approximate solution to the BLT equation is attempted.

5.4.1 Example I

Consider the function

y : sin(x) (5.9)

where x is assumed to be uniformly distributed over the range of (0,2n) such that

fr(X) : 1/(2n). ln this interval, the sine function has exactly two inverses

(corresponding to two monotonic regions) and Eq 5.8 becomes:

^Rj
I
i=0 R= rt(Ð

fy(v) : 2/(2n)
cos(sin-r (Ð)

(s.10)

Using the usual identity that cos(sin-l(")) : ^f l= the total density is found to be
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fy(n :
"Jl<Ð2

A Monte Carlo simulation is compared to the analytic density in Fig. 5-1.

(s.r r)

o

=ó
e
c

-1 -0.8 4.6 -0.4 -O.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

y Elue

Figure 5-1. Analytic solution for the density of y=sin(x), the simple case

5.4.2 Example 2

Consider the function of Eq 5.9 where now, .r is assumed to be uniformly

distributed overthe range of (0,a) such that f,(X) : l/a.UnforÍtnately, based on the

range of x this is a much more complicated problem. It is first assumed that there are r

complete intervals of length zr in the range of (n/2, a) plus a remainder interval r whose

length is less than ¡ such that a : n'ß + r + n/2. (The range (n/2, a) is assumed since

the sine function has a unique inverse on any interval (kn/2, (k + 2)n/2) ). Then, each of

Numeric and Analytic D¡stribut¡on of y = sin(x) br x in (0,2rr)
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the n regions of length n in maps uniquely through the sine function to the interval

(-1, 1) . Denoting the partial probability density of y due to these n intervals by fr,(Y) it

is clear from Example I that:

frn(Ð :
oJt - OY

(s.r2)

Considering now the region from (0, n/2) there are two possibilities .If a > n/2

(such that either n+0 or r+0), this region will map uniquely through the sine function

to the interval (0, I ) and add to the partial density fy,(n in that region. If however,

a<n/2 (suchthat n:0),thisregionwill accountintotalforthedensityofy andwill

be mapped to the region (0, sin(a)). Summarizing to this point:

-fy(Y)-+ Í e (0, sin (a)) a < n,/2

n*l

-

all - (Ð'
n

oJt -rü

fe (0,1)

I, e (-1, 0)

(s.13)

fy,z(Y) : a> n/2

where in the first case, fr(Y) represents the total density while in the second case, frrr(Y)

represents the partial density as contributed to by the n intervals in addition to the interval

(0,n/2).

Finally, considering the region r there are now four possibilities since the region

to which the sine function maps the interval (n/2+nn,a) is dependent on the value of

n.For example, if n is even and r <n/2, the region from nn to a will be mapped into

the interval ( 1 , sin (a)) and the resulting distribution will be:
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n+2

fy(v) :
oJt-<n,

n* I

aú - (n2
n

1e (sin(a), l)

Ie (0, sin(a))

), e (-1,0)

(s.14)

oJt <n'

This is illustrated

r : 1.146 .

in the figure below for the case of a : 9 such that n: 2 and

1.4

1.2

1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
0

y Elue

Figure 5-2. Analytic solution for the density of y:sin(x), the complicated case

If instead, n is even and r > n/2, there will be additional density on the interval from

(0, sin(a)) where the sin(a) in this case is a negative value and of course, it is possible

that n is odd or that n : 0 and r* 0. Each case results in a different density function

having multiple discontinuities. What is very interesting is that, in many cases, Monte

Carlo analysis may not accurately show discontinuities arising in distributions such as the

ô

=

I

Numeric and Analytic Distribution of y = sin(x) br x in (0,9)

NumerÍcal Dens¡ty
Analyt¡c Density Fil

-0.8
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discontinuities of Fig. 5-2. It seems that this is a benefit of the analytic approach.

Unfortunately, due to the complicated nature of these transformations, approximate

distributions may be required as will be demonstrated in Chapter 6.

5.4.3 Example 3

Consider the linear transformation

Y : ax* b, (s. l s)

Since the function is monotonic, the density of y is obtainable directly from the density of

x by Eq 5.4:

fy(n: ät,(ry) (s.16)

5.5 A Snvcln FUNCTToN oF Mur.rrpr,n RANDoM VARTABLES

Having dealt with the problem of determining the distribution of a random variable

that is a function of a single random variable with known distributions, substitution of

x : cosO,y : cosþ ¿¿ : sin0 v : sin$ and a : cos( å : sin( intoEq5.2allows

the source terms to be written as:

(s.17)

where the distributions of a,b,x,y,u,v are known. Therefore, to solve for the voltage

distribution, it is required to determine the distribution of a function of many random

variables. This is considered next for the simplified case of two random variables which

can readily be extended to any number of random variables.

t;I
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Given the function I¿: g(x,y) it is convenient to visualize the outcomes of

events geometrically using the cartesian plane in two dimensions. The region in The XY

plane where U < g(x,y) < U + dU is denoted as A, such that

{U<u<U+dU¡: {(X,Ð e A,} (s. r 8)

By definition, the densig of u is related to the probability of experimental outcomes by:

f"(DaU: P{U<u<U+dU). (s.1e)

and so the probability P{U<u<U+dU} is directly related to the area A,u and the

bivariate density of x and y by:

P{U<u<(J* dU} : {(x,y) e A,} : I f,r6,ÐdXdY
L,

From the last result the useful relation of Eq 5.21 is obtained;

f,((DdrJ : ! l,r6,ndxdY
4,,

(s.20)

(s.2r)

Clearly, in order to determine the probabilify P{ U < u < U + dU) it is required to

integrate the bivariate distribution fry(X,IJ over the suitable region A, . This procedure is

now demonstrated for the sum and product of two random variables.

5.5.1 The Dístribution of the Sum of Two Random Variables

Given that a RV z is the sum of two random variables x and y:

u: x*1.
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the region in the XY plane such that {U <x+ y < U+ dU}

lines of constant U:

is obtained by considering

U_X
U+ dU_X

(s.23)

represented geometrically in the Cartesian plane in Fig.5-3. Any location (X,Y)

corresponds to coordinates (U-Y,Y) and inside the region Lu, an area element

dA = dXdY can be shown to be dA : dXdY : dUdY. In this manner, the X

coordinate has been eliminated and it is a judicious choice to integrate both sides of Eq

5.21 by selecting horizontal strips and performing vertical integration (with respect to I/).

Then f"(U) dU in Eq 5.21 becomes:

,f,((Ddu : I¡,r<, - Y, ndYdu (s.24)

where the limits of integration are selected based on the region of existence of the

bivariate distribution fry(X, n .

As the integration is with respect to IZ the differentials dU cancel from both sides

to obtain the final expression for the density of z :

f,((D : [-f,r{u - Y, v)dv (s.2s)

Y:
Y:
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(x,Ð = (u-v,n

Figure 5-3. Geometric representation of the sum of two random variables

5.5.2 The Distribution of the Product of Two Random Variables

Given that a RV a is a function of fwo random variables x and y given by:

u: xy. (5.26)

The region in the XY plane such that {U < xy < U + dU} is obtained by considering

curves of constant U represented geometrically in Fig. 5-4:

Y_

Y_

g
X
U+dU

(s.27)

Any location (X, y) corresponds to coordinates (U/Y, Y) and an area element dA canbe

shown to be dA : dXdY : I /ly1dudY. As the X coordinate has been eliminated, it is

once again a judicious choice to integrate both sides of Eq 5.21 by selecting horizontal

strips and performing vertical integration. The quantity f"(U)dU becomes:
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f,(D au : I,!¡,,(a, N 
avau (5.28)

cancel to obtain the final

(s.2e)

As the integration is with respect to I the differentials dU

formula for the density of a :

f,(LD :

lul.o
Y

I,þ,,(T'ò*

Irl>0
Y

6,D = (qr,Ò

dxdY = 
þ,arau

Figure 5-4. Geometric representation of the product of two random variables

In a similar manner, it is possible to obtain the solution to the density of a quotient of two

random variables.

It seems that all the necessary tools have been discussed for determining the

voltage density of the BLT solution. There are however, two large complications. The first

deals with the bounded nature of the random variables. For example, in the case of the

sum of two random variables,F,q5.25 gives the desired distribution where the limits of

integration must be appropriately set based on the existence of the bivariate distribution.

Lu
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This is simple in the case that both x and y have infinite support such that the bivariate

distribution is continuous in the XY plane.In this case, the limits of integration are from

-co to co .

If however, the random variables of interest are bounded in a region, the situation

is much different. Assuming that x is uniformly distributed on the interval (a, b) and y is

uniformly distributed on the interval (c,d) (assuming for convenience d>b and

a, b, c, d > 0) then the required area of integration becomes the square region bounded by

the limits of the random variable distributions as shown in Fig. 5-5 It is immediately

obvious that the limits of integration vary depending on the value of ¿.

U:a+d
I

lu:b*"
1X

ab
Figure 5-5. Geometric representation of the sum of two bounded random variables

As apparent in the figure, the initial integration limits in region -/ are from Y : c

to the intersection point with the bounding line X : e (which gives a value of

Y : U-a). As å has been assumed to be less than c, the limits of integration change

when U: b+ c (region 2). Now the limits must be from I, - U-b to Y: U-a.

Finally, the limits change again at U : d* a (region 3) becoming from Y : U-b to

Y : d . For this very simple problem, there are 3 regions of integration all of which could

potentially result in very different densities. And this is only the case lor d > b t
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Similar changes of integration limits arise when attempting to determine the

distribution of any function of more than one random variable when any or all of the

random variables are bounded. The immediate implication is that perhaps it is not wise to

assume bounds on the random variables. The complications that arise for simple functions

like addition imply that for more difücult problems (such as the BLT solution) the arising

distributions will be very complicated (and indeed this has been shown in Chapter 4).

Unfortunately, the very nature of the BLT solution does not allow for distributions with

infinite tails. Due to the transcendental functions the BLT solution contains, the

distributions created by the polarization angle, angle of incidence or phase angle are all

bounded. What is important from the results of this simple example is that the

discontinuities of the densities found in Chapter 4 are explained by the changing limits of

integration when dealing with functions of bounded random variables.

Additional complications also arise, namely the determination of the multivariate

distributions of the random variables in the BLT Solution. Multivariate distributions are

simply determined for the case of independent random variables, being simply the product

of the respective marginal distributions. Unfortunately, in Eq 5.2, the pairs

(a,b),(u,r),(x,y) depend on each other as they are functions ofthe same random

variable. In order to proceed it is necessary to determine the bivariate or multivariate

distributions of dependent random variables.

5.6 THn BrvanHTE DrsrRrBUTroN oF Two DnpnxnnNr
RaNnou V¡,nranr,us

Consider two dependent random variables (DRVs) u and u taking values U and

Z respectively for any given experiment. If these DRVs are related to two independent

random variables x and y (taking values X and I respectively for a given experiment) by

the functions g and å as

g(x, y)

h(x, Y)
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In the case that X and Y are real, Eq 5.30 is a mapping of the Cartesian plane onto itself

by means of the functions g and å . Specifically, the point (X, I) in the Cartesian plane is

mapped to a point (U, n in the Cartesian plane by the rules U : g(X, Ð and

V : g(X, Y) . An obvious point of interest is the existence of the inverse functions

tl( . ) and h-1( . ) such that given a point (U,n it is possible to determine form

which point (X, IJ it was transformed:

X : {1(U,n
y: h_t(U,n

(s.31)

If the inverse functions exist then the functions g(X,n and h(X,I) transform

regions in the real plane to regions in the real plane in a one-to-one manner, a result that is

beneficial when dealing with bivariate distributions of functions of dependent random

variables.

It is the Jacobian of the transformation that determines the existence of the inverse

functions. Given the two functions of Eq 5.30 the Jacobian J(X,y) is defined as the

determinant:

r(x, v) :l*t'*' '
llt<*,nþx'

uLr*,rl

uufo,rl

(s.32)

For the inverse functions to exist, the Jacobian must be non-zero on the region O

where (X, y) e O. The existence of a non-zero Jacobian is assured by continuous first

partial derivatives of g(X,IJ and h(X, n in the region of the transformation O, and in

this case, the following results are obtained Eq26:

1) If the transformation of any point (X, Ð e O by the functions g(X,Y) and

h(X,Ð map the region C) to the region Y, then any point (U,V)eY
corresponds to a unique point (X, Y) e Çù given by X : {1(U, n ,

y: h_t(U,V).
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2) The inverse functions g-|(U,l) and h-r(tl, Z) exist and are continuous
with continuous first partial derivatives.

When the Jacobian of the transformation Eq 5.30 exists and is non-zero in the

region O it can be shown that the area of the region Y is related to the area of O by:

[ laxaY 
: 

I [V,tr, t)lduav,
OY

where -/, is the Jacobian of the inverse transformation:

Jr(U, n = *æ'(t,ta

*rl'(u'n
ulrPt<u'nl

*/'r,rl

(5.33)

(s.34)

A formalproof requires the application of Green's Theorem and can be found on p256 in

[27).ln addition the Jacobian of the forward transformation is related to that of the reverse

transformation by:

Jr(U, n : J[tl(J, n, h-t (u, n]
(5.3s)

It is apparent that the Jacobian of the inverse transformation required in the

evaluation of Eq 5.33 is computable directly from the Jacobian of the forwardtransform.

If one is continuous and non-zero in the region of interest, the other exists and is

continuous with continuous partial derivatives over the region resulting from the

transformation.

Having defined the inverse transformation and as a result, discovered the Jacobian,

it becomes apparent how these concepts can be used to transform a bivariate density

"f(X,Y) to the joint density f(U,n when (X, I') and (U,V) are related by Eq 5.30.

Considering the region of the mapping from O to Y where the mapping is one-to-one

(that is the Jacobian exists and is non-zero), the joint density f(X, Ð is assumed to be zero

except over a region f), c O. If co is any region in the XY plane, then f(X,I) is non-
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zero for the region o r-r Ol . The corresponding region in the UV plane is denoted

V Õ Yr where ry is any region inthe UV plane and Y, c Y is the region where f(U, n
is non-zero. The transformation is unique since crr n O, c O and therefore the

probabilities in these regions must be the same [26]:

I I "f,r{*,ÐdxdY: I I f,"(u,ndudv.
onO, V^Yl

As the Jacobian is assumed non-zero, the inverse transformation exists

results of Eq 5.33 relating the area of a region in the (X, y) plane to

transformed region in the (U, I) plane gives (from Eq 5.36):

(s.36)

and using the

an area of the

! [ r,¡r1(u, n, h-l(u, v))lt,1u, nldudv =

V^Vr
I I f,,(r, ndudv. (s.37)

V^Yr

and finally, a simple examination of the integrals under equality leads to the desired

relation:

f,u(u, v) : -f,rlg-t (u, n, h-r (u, nllJ,Q, nl (s.38)

From Eq 5.38 it is evident that the joint density of the dependent random variables

a and v may be found directly from the joint density of the independent random variables

x and y. This is a very desirable result considering that the joint density of two

independent random variables is simply the product of their respective marginal

distributions. Although not presented herein, the problem of determining multivariate

distributions of any number of random variables is a direct extension of the two-

dimensional case [26].

Finally, all of the theory required for dealing with functions of random variables

has been covered. Unfortunately, for the BLT solution, the three-dimensional case is too

complicated to be approached analytically. Even the two-dimensional case with

unmatched loads is much too complicated for numerous reasons. First, the cosines and

sines of the random variables 0, þ and ( do not map in a l-to-l fashion. Therefore, the
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multi-variate distribution of these variables is complicated and difficult to obtain.

Furthermore, even if the multivariate density function was determined, a three-

dimensional visualization of the integration limits would be required which, in general, is

not easy. Even in the case of horizontal incidence, if the loads are unmatched, a

superposition of the terms S, and ^S, is required which would mean determining the

bivariate distribution of ,S, and ,S2. For these reasons, these more complicated problems

are not attempted at this time. Instead, only the two-dimensional problem with matched

terminations is considered in the next chapter.
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Cuaprpn 6. ANarYTrc AND En¿pmrcAt-
Rssurrs

Though not the three-dimensional problem of interest, the BLT solution simplifìes

significantly when the source terms are assumed to be incident from the horizon.

Furthermore, as previously mentioned in Chapter 4, none of the considered distributions

(Rayleigh, exponential, gamma) gave good approximations for a single wave impinging

on a matched transmission line. Finally, this problem is a good model for various physical

problems such as the fields of a radio station tower impinging on a power-line. Therefore,

an analytic (or approximate analytic) solution to the horizontal, matched coupling case is

desirable. As in Chapter 4, the source is assumed to be uniformly polarized over (0,2n)

while the angle of incidence Q is assumed to be equally likely from any direction on the

interval (0,2n). Inthischapter,usingthetheoryofChapter5,obtaininganapproximate

density function is attempted. Unfortunately, even with approximations, the resulting

integrals do not provide convenient (if any) results. Therefore, the material is presented

only to suggest the extreme diffìculty of the problem. On the other hand, a very close

empirical approximation to the desired density function was obtained and is presented in

Section 6.2.

6.1 Tnn BL,iT Eeu¡.rroN FoR IxcmnNcn FRoM THE HoRrzoN
WITH M¡,TCTTND LOADS

From the general form of the BLT solution, selecting 0 : n/2, and

Po:Pl:0gives:
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(6.1)

(6.2)

equations for the near- and

(6.3)

complex identity

(6.4)

(6.s)

[s] r
| ,l : -Edcos(Ç) I ("tt+coss)i'kl-1¡

LSrl leittrleG 
I + cos0)r,t/- I

TI

I 
nroll : _l l 

k-ik\s2l
lru>) zlluior¡s,l

Substituting Eq 6.2 into Eq 6.1 gives relatively simple

far-end voltages:

'l
the

[ntol'] - Edcos(Ç)lç-i o,¡1rtt+ coss]È/ -
lrf¡) , lrrrr+coss)/r/-1¡

lntol-l = Edcos(O l2i(etÃt 
)(e"'

lV<tl) 2 
1".(r((-t+ 

cosþ)ikt)/z _"-((-t* cosþ)ikt)/z,

t.l

The magnitude of the near- and far-end voltages are therefore:

Irfolil : lEdcos(Ç¡¡[sin(((l 
+ cosQ)È/)/Ðl ]llv(t)l) llsin(((- 1+ cosQ)Æ/)/z)ll

At this point, for simplicity, it is assumed that lEld : I such that:

where further simplifìcation occurs by using

sin(x) : (eix - e-ix)/(2j) :

Inoril : lcos(gl [sin(((l 
+ cosþ)Æ/)/Ðl l (6.6)

llv(t)l) [sin(((-1+cos$)fr/)/2)l)

As it is assumed that all angles of $ are equally likely, the value of (1 + cosQ)fr/

takes values in the range (0, È/) while (- I + cos$)Æ/ exists from (-k1,0). It should be

evident from the material in Chapter 5 that the shape of these two distributions will be the
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same since sin(-x) : -sin(x). Therefore, it is convenient to select both arguments as

(l + cos(Q))È/ (although of course, the voltage from a particular source location will not

map to the same spot in the density function):

(6.7)

From Eq 6.7 it is apparent that in order to determine the distribution of the load

voltage when ( and þ are random variables it is required to determine the product of the

random variables x and y where:

x : lcos(Ol
y : lsin(((l + cosþ)kl)/2)l

(6.8)

The approach taken to solving this function of two random variables is to determine the

densities of x and y from the theory of functions of a single random variable and then to

apply Eq 5.29 for the product of two random variables.

Beginning with x : cos(O, the resulting distribution is exactly that of Eq 5.11

since ( is uniformly distributed on (0, 2æ):

Infolil : tcosr()t Il'intftl + cosQ)È/)/Ðl

Ltrf¿ll_l '[sin(((l + cosþ)kt)/\l)

f,(x): I+,- Tt Jl _* x e (-1,1) (6.e)

regionNow, taking the absolute value of x simply maps the region (-1,0) onto the

(0, I ) giving:

Xe (0,1) (6.10)

To determine the distribution of y a step-by-step approach is taken. First let

a : cos({). The resulting density is identical in form to Eq 6.9. Then, letting b : 7 * a

and applying Eq 5.16,
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If{Y): B e (0,2)

Letting c : klb/2 and once again applying Eq 5.16 gives:

f"(c):

(6.1 1)

C e (0, kl)

y e (0, 1) (6.13)

6-l for the case of k : 1.26 (60 }l4Hz

(6.12)

The final step is to lety : lsin(c)l .It is immediately evident from the results of

Example 2 in Section 5.4 of Chapter 5 that taking the sine of c is a very complicated

operation given the value of kl (and is even more complicated than the example where a

uniform distribution was selected because here, the distribution is governed by Eq 6.12).

Through experience with working with functions of random variables, a suitable

approximation for the case of kl > 7r was found to be

I1_
t yapprox

The approximate distribution

source) and I : 20:

n"F-11y_tf

is shown in Fig.
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Dens¡tY ofY = sin(kl(1+cos(ó)))

- 
Numerical Density

- 
Apprcx¡mate Density

y Elue

Figure 6- I . First approximation to the density of the random variable y

With this approximation, the distribution of the voltage can be calculated using Eq

5.29 as:

'õ

o

þ
P"^c'v

I _ r1 Ittt4- lÊ¡-1r-ry I:I rtø.rz,l'-t7
(6. l4)

where the limits of integration can be obtained by considering the curves of integration

over the square of probability in Fig. 6-2. From the figure it is apparent that only one

region of integration exists where the limits of integration are from ltt] to t. Therefore,

the voltage density is given as:

YJ-1-1y-1¡z
(6.1s)I

I

fiu= I
I

F--Hllt4
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Figure 6-2. Bounded region ofintegration for the productxy

In this case, no useful solution to the integral could be found (although

Mathematica offers a combination of elliptic functions that is rather amusing).

Another attempt to find an approximate density function was made by using a

different approximation for the random variable y . Instead of the approximate density of

F,q6.2, the density:

1_
I yapprox

ll
n{1-1rz

y e (0,1) (6.16)

can be assumed which holds if kl>n. Fig. 6-3 shows the approximation for a 60 MHz

source and a line-length of 20 m.
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Dens¡ty ofY = sin(kl(1+cos(ó)))

- 
Numerical Density

- 
Apprcximale Dens¡ty

o.4 0.5
y €lue

Figure 6-3. Second approximation to the density of the random variable y

Essentially, this approximation undershoots the distribution for low values of y

but is an accurate fit at higher values. With this approximation, the resulting integral for

the voltage density becomes:

E

=

eÀ

(6.17)

but once again, the only solution to the integral was found using Mathematica as a

combination of Elliptic functions. Although each of these approximations can be

numerically integrated to yield a close fit to the voltage magnitude density function, this

does not assist in determining a closed-form expression capable of describing the random

nature of the problem. At this point, an empirical approach was taken.

î _ ¡1 1 1rtt4-,)Vt=1W,Te;
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6.2 A¡{ ENrprRrcAL Sor,urrox

V/hile the lack of analytic results is frustrating, having obtained a very good

working knowledge of the distributions arising from the transformations of random

variables it was found that for the problem of a single field incident from the horizon

(0 : n/2) on a matched transmission-line, the resulting termination voltage probability

density function could be approximated as having the same shape as the sine of a uniform

random variable, appropriately shifted and scaled. That is:

,-? 1fi,4=;^h_(t4_ty lzl e (0, 1) if (kt>n)

rru"ffi
(6.18)

lV1 e (0,lsin(fr/)l) if (kt <n)

The results of this fit for the two-dimensional case are shown below in Fig. 6-4 for

a 100 kHz source and in Fig. 6-5 for a 60 MHz source.

o

=

e
À

0.05 0.06
Voltage (V)

Figure 6-4. Empirical low-frequency fit for the two-dimensional matched problem

NeaÊEnd Voltage ¡ragnitude Probability Density

- 
Numerical

C Analyt¡cApprox¡mat¡on
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Near-End Voltage Magnitude Probab¡lity Dens¡ly

ô
Numerical
Analyt¡c Approx¡mat¡on

o

=

À

0.90.30.1 0.4 0.5 0.6
Voltage (V)

o7

Figure 6-5. Empirical high-frequency fit for the two-dimensional matched problem

The accuracy of the fit is obtained by considering the CDF of the resulting distributions as

shown in Fig. 6-6 for the 60 MHz source. Although not perfect, the fit is very good at

describing the probability density of the voltage magnitude.

cur€nt lV)

Figure 6-6. CDF of empirical and numerical results for the high-frequency case

Near-End Vo¡lage Magnilude Dislnbúion
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In addition, the same empirical density function actually holds well for the case of

matched-loads in three-dimensions provided the Æ/ product is suff,rciently high as shown

inFig.6-7.

Figure 6-7. Empirical high-frequency fit for the three-dimensional matched problem

Unfortunately, for low frequencies (low ft/ product) in the three-dimensional case, the

empirical density function is much less accurate as shown in Fig. 6-8.

Neãr€nd Vo¡ta9e Magnhude P¡obabiily Densily

ô Anâlylic AÞproximålion

'rtryïTþlþ

0.03 o.tr
Vollase (V)

Figure 6-8. Empirical low-frequency fit for the three-dimensional matched problem
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6.3 Sunnuanv or Rnsur-rs

In this chapter, an approximate, empirical density function has been determined for

the near- and far-end voltage magnitude density of a lossless-matched transmission line

being radiated by a monochromatic source equally likely to be incident from any

horizontal position. The empirical density function is a simple form and exists only on the

bounded interval of interest. As Monte Carlo analysis in Chapter 4 shows no good fit for

the density of the voltage magnitude from a single source, the approximate results of this

chapter have merit.

Although the empirical results are useful, the work of this chapter has ultimately

shown that determining the density functions of the voltage magnitude for the coupling

problem in question is difficult even in the simplest cases.
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CuaprER 7. CoxcLUSroNTS AND Furunp
Wom

The purpose of this thesis has been two-fold: to introduce and formalize the novel

problem of HIPDI and to analyze random field coupling to deterministic uniform

transmission lines.

In the first case, it has been shown that the existence of HIPDI poses a senous

threat to communication channels as demonstrated by the application of the developed

theory to the l00BaseTX Ethernet protocol. Specifically, levels as low as 742 mV pk-pk

have been shown to disrupt Ethernet communication over CAT-5 for all hardware

implementations considered without disrupting computer functionality in any other

regard.

Future work in HIPDI research should consider the application to a wireless

medium where the coupling problem is not inherent. Since wireless protocols are

generally more complicated than wired protocols, such a problem would be a true test of

the hardware aperture concept.

In the second problem of stochastic plane wave coupling to a uniform transmission

line, it was necessary to develop a tool capable of generating probability density functions

via Monte Carlo simulation. The tool used the compact BLT4 solution to make numerical

density generation efficient. In many cases, where sufficient field amplitude uncertainty

and/or suffjcient field frequency uncertainty was present, it was found that exponential,

gamma or Rayleigh distributions could be used to accurately describe the voltage densities

at the transmission-line terminations arising from single or multiple plane-waves.

It is obvious that further work on the stochastic coupling problem is required.

Specifically, the coupling of fields to deterministic or random twisted-pairs should be

sought as many coupling problems of interest, including HIPDI, would benefit from the

results.
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Apppxolx A. Pnoee CaUSRATIoN

This appendix briefly discusses the calibration method used to calibrate the probe

of Experiments A as presented in Chapter 2.

In Step I of Fig. A-l the signal generator is initially connected directly to the EMI

receiver using a short coaxial cable for verification of consistent frequency and signal

level settings between the two instruments. A T:junction is inserted on the short coaxial

cable between the signal generator and the EMI receiver. As expected, no appreciable loss

in power was observed with the probe attached to the junction as opposed to leaving the

junction terminal open-circuited. Therefore, it can be assumed that the connection of the

high impedance probe has negligible effects on the interference signal. In Step 2, the probe

is now attached across the open-circuit and connected back to the second port of the EMI

receiver using the same 7 m of LMR400 Coaxial cable used in measuring the interference

on the Ethernet cable. A sweep of frequencies from I - 100 MHz in steps of I MHz was

made which yielded the required attenuation factors for the probe-coaxial cable unit.

These attenuation factors (in dB) are added to the results of measuring the interference on

the Ethernet cable at the corresponding frequencies. Although this procedure uses a short

50 O cable instead of the approximately 100 O category 5 Ethernet cable, it was

assumed that the attenuation factors will remain the same due to the high impedance of the

probe.

coaxial

ôable

T:junction Open Circuit
7 m of LMR400
Coaxial cable

Step 1 Step2

Figure A-1. High impedance probe calibration procedure.
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Apppxox B. FoRMULATToN oF THp BLT
SoruuoN

This appendix formulates the BLT solution to the plane-wave coupling problem to

a transmission line of length Z oriented as in Fig. 3-l and follows very closely the

derivation in [ 5]

8.1 Tnn BI-,jT Sor,urroN FRoM THE ScATTERED Frnr.n
Fonuur,ATroN

By formulating the coupling problem using the scattered-voltage approach [15],

the required equations to solve are:

ftv'"',1ù+zl(x): v,2(x) (B.l)

*rr-r*fl/scat(1ç): Q (8.2)

For mathematical convenience, these equations can be represented in vector form as the

system:

#*n(r: s (8.3)

where:

,:l*îårl,': 
[îf ,": [*ä'"1
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Uncoupling Eq B.l and Eq 8.2 can be accomplished by diagonalizing the matrix A

using the left and right eigenvector matrices:

(B.s)

(8.7)

':[l :4,^:+]"'À

where z,: f,": fiwhichgives:

LR : RL : l¡ . zcYc | -z,l: [t o-]

"lt -i"í,,.;,;): Lr | (B'6)

In addition, left and right multiplication of A by L and R gives:

LAR: [t o] : t
Lo -/

where the complex propagation constant y : J-Zy : Z"Y = YrZ.

The BLT solution now uses the transformations

w: LU: [^u''l : [t z']lv"''ç'l-l : l'"''"'+z¡{xl (8.8)

lw_(r)) l1 -z¿L 1(") ) ¡rr',o,(x)-z,I(x))

with the left and right eigenvectors chosen as Eq 8.5 it is a simple matter to invert the

transformation of Eq 8.8:

u : RW :1r,"",$l: llt r l[t.r"l] : 1[ wn(*)+t4t-(x) I
L (,i1 

: ;V"-'y,llw-at) ,¡r"r.'1,*'t-t:;i,r) (B'e)

By using the transformations it is possible to uncouple the Eq 8.3 as follows:
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4nw*ARW : s
dx

mU + LARW: z^s G'lo)
dx

dW+f W : LS

resulting in the two uncoupled ordinary differential equations:

dW*+TW+: Vr2@) (B.l 1)

(8.12)dW_-yrf _: Vrr(x)

In order to fully solve the ordinary differential equations, the appropriate boundary

conditions must be satisfied. In the scattered field method the resulting boundary

conditions are:

W*(0) : p6W_(0) -(l - pùVt

w_(L) : ptW*(L) - (l - p)vL
(8.14)

Thus from Eq B.l3 expressions for the outgoing wave at x : 0 in terms of the incoming

wave and the incoming wave at x : Z in terms of the outgoing wave.

The solution to Eq B.l I is easily obtainable if the equations is first multiplied by

the integrating factor eTx :

f"o'(o): zol(o)-vo

f"o'(L): ZoI(o)-v,

applying Eq 8.13 to Eq 8.9 gives:

d(l\/ *(x) et') : V r2(x) e't,

which can now be integrated from 0 to x giving:

(8.13)
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W *(x) - ll/ *(o)etx + 
[eÉV,z(\) d1

i (8.16)

W*(") : lT*(o)et, + [eÉV,z(\)d4
0

In a similar fashion it is possible to determine the solution to Eq 8.12.

First multiplying by e-T" results in:

d(W_(x)e-t') : V,z(x)e-Y' (8.17)

Integrating both sides from x to Z gives:

L

W -(L)e-tL - W -(x)e-t, : [et\V,z(\)d4
,,

W-(x) : W-(L)e-vLr-rx - e-^tx [e4Vrr11¡4 (8.18)

L

W -(x) : W -(L)etG - 
L) - laK' 

- Ð V,z(\)&

Atx : Z Eq8.16becomes:

L

W*(L) : tI/*(o)eTL + 
!eÉV,z(\)d4
0

L (8.19)

W*(0) - W*(L)etL : - leÉV,z(\)d\ - Sr'

0

and at x : 0 Eq B.l8 becomes:
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L

W_(0) : t'tt_(L)e tL - [etEv,z(\)d1
0

' 
" (B'20)

W-(L) - W-(o)ett : [eút-ÐV,z(\)dE - Sz'

0

Resulting in a set of four equations in the four unknowns I4r-(L),\ry-(0),W*(L),W*(0).

If the system is solved for the outgoing and incoming waves at 0 and Lthen it is possible

to determine the terminal voltages and currents through Eq 8.9. The resulting currents are:

(8.21)

[^"",0,1 =Llw.P¡+w-Ql . @.zz)
ly',"' qq) rlr.(t) + w (D)

Returning to Eq B.l4 - rewritten here for convenience:

W*(0) : pow_(O) -(1 - p)Vo

W_(L) : plW*(L) -(1 - p)Vt

it is possible to re-write this in matrix form as:

Þrorl
þt'!

and the voltages can be solved to

_ r,lw*p) - tz-(ot- Tlw¡r)-w_Ø)

lT::N:[î,ï11i,"',?].F;l
Subtracting EqB.23 from Eq 8.24 gives:

be:

V;:::l:[î'Àli,:,ï[ll-';,i?)
and similarly, Eq 8.19 and Eq 8.20 can be written as:

(8.23)
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into

(8.25)

which can be solved for the unknowns W_(0), W*(L) in terms of the terms S,' and ^9r' :

(8.26)

Substitution into Eq 8.23 gives:

(8.27)

Now it is possible to solve for the current by substituting Eq 8.26 andEqB.27

Eq 8.21:

(8.28)

The above expression can be conveniently re-written as:

[31 

: 
[ ", 

: l,lft .',' Å- þ 
; ] ¡i -';,]îl

lr-<o>] - [-po "',.1-'[r,'+(1 - 
po)vf

lr.rt>)- 
-1", -r) þ,'* (t-pL)vÀ

lTi:N: 
- 
h ;J þ'.,1' F;; : I I - ;'i f, [l';,i?)

Þro¡-l - r,foo-r o 
.l 

!0, "r'f Þ,'*(1 -po)rÃ-t-[rr-ooløl
Lrøl 

: -T 
L o p, - rl 1", -ol þ,'* (r - p¿) ,À- 1lr, - o¡rl

[1:l ]P.;',,'-lf';l 
{ll;:ti-;:l;l. [;,llF Jf'l:fl}

where the expression in the curly brackets can be simplified to:

îl 
{ F'; r ll';,1îl.l;:;:'ï Àl

¡þr"f {ft,,::,;::î1"}

[¡:X 
= -][';',,'-,]Fr

_ r.fpo-r 0- -'1 s Pt-

(8.2e)
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(8.30)

(8.31)

the appropriate boundary

(8.32)

(8.33)

tt¡ : [t,'* vo-eúv1

þl Ltr'- evLvo+ vÅ

T

l¡roll -Y-11-PoÞrr! zl o

The curly brackets are used to denote the source terms:

such that EqB.29 can be re-written as:

From Eq 8.31 the total voltage

conditions for the voltage:

0

1-p

can

which can be simplified to:

J[;' ;l t:l
be obtained using

lr,r:N:+f;;; loo',:,,] F: 1l Fl

lr,r:N 
: *?^' ; "',,,,'-,,,1 þ: :;l Fl

þ:,| 
'[;l0

zL-z^_- |

2,.+ z1

t,(r-t#)
o zr(r

-Y"
2
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t"(, zo- z^
_-l

z.+ z/
(0 z,t1¿\

r 2Z- ¡,t"\Z-*;

0

zL- z^
_-t

2,.+ z1
þ:;l t;l

_Y,
2

-Y"
2

(8.34)

8.2 Pr,¡,xn WA\rE TNCTDENCE

In the above formulation of the BLT solution to an electromagnetic field coupling

to a uniform transmission line we have developed an equation in terms of the source terms

,S, and ,S, where the source terms are given by:

(8.35)

where ,Sr' and ,Sr'

ZL

tr(

0

1+

-,V"(+"à-'l 
0

lnrol.l : llt*po
lrø>l zl o

ttJ - ls,'* vr-eúv1

ttrl 
- 

br'- evLvo+ v)

are related as:
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L

-[*rr,,(t)d\
0 (8.36)þ,'l _

þ,:]

_0

Therefore, in order to be useful we

electromagnetic field. Plane wave incidence

fìeld is shown inFig.3-2.

In Cartesian space, with unit vectors

incident field as:

[eúr-Ðv,z(\)dE

must calculate the source terms for a given

is considered. The geometry of the incident

ar, ay and ar, it is possible to specifu the

Ei""(t, r¡ : ènç - v . r/lvl2), (8.37)

where the position vector r is related to the Cartesian coordinates by as

| : xax* yarr zør, t is time and e is the unit vector in the direction of the electric field.

The velocity vector v is related to the Cartesian coordinates in a similar manner as the

position vector: v : ,ràr* uràr+ v"àr, where yr, ry and v, are the components of the

velocity vector in the àr, à, and ã, directions respectively. The velocify vector relates

directly to the direction of propagation as v : -voàr.

As only time-harmonic fields are considered, field is assumed to be

monochromatic with an ej^t time dependence, resulting in the simplified the field

expression:

¿i,c(r) : þ¿"-i(h'r) , (8.38)
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where now E is the complex phasor representation of the plane wave form as it passes

through the origin. The propagation vector ft is in the direction of the field propagation (or

equivalently the direction of the velocity vector) and is related directly to the velocity as

-v^ ^k: Jø..
cù

Having fully defined the physically problem, it is possible to specify the unit

vector 2 using its cartesian components which relate directly to the angle of polarization:

è : erà*+ rrãr* t,à,: cos(Oâ, + sin(Oâ*

For convenience, this may be written in matrix form as:

[o cos(o

where R is the usual transformation from Cartesian to spherical coordinates:

(8.3e)

(8.40)

(8.41)

(8.42)

propagation

fsin0cosþ sin0sing .ore-]
R : lcosOcosg cosOsing -sinel

| -sing cosg o l

nd hence the direction of propagation is given as:

fcos0 cos g cos( - sin g sind
¿ : 

Vt, ã, ã)l.o.esinQcos(+ cosþsin(l

| -rinO cos( j

In a similar manner to the direction of propagation, the velocity and

ector are given as:
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tâ;l
, : l-ror r]^lþl

VÀ

fâ;l
k:l-tr0^lfl

lø-l
Lz)

With these results it is

time-harmonic plane wave as:

: -vr(sin0cosQø, + sin0 sin$ø, + cos0¿r) (8.43)

: -k(sinO cos$â; + sin0 sin$â, + cos0â,) . (8.44)

possible to rewrite the complex phasor representation of the

E,n"(r,y,z): þprjk(xsin1cosS+ysinOsinS+zcos0) G.45)

From this expression it is a simple task of determining the field components along the

transmission line existing at y : 0 :

E*(x, 0,2) : (cos0 cos$ cos( - sinþ sinÇ)Esik(xsinocosQ + zcos0)

En(x, 0,2) : (cos0 sin$ cos( - cosQ sinÇ)Eeik('sin0cos$ + zcos0)

Er(x,0,2) : -sin 0 cosÇEeik(x sin0cosQ + zcosO) 
.

(8.46)

(8.47)

(8.48)

'With 
these expressions is it also simple to determine the value of the forcing functions:

Vrz : E'{"(x, d) - E'!"(x,0)

= (cos0cos$cos(- sin$ sinÇ)E(eikacos0 - 1)er'Èxsin0cos$

d

(8.4e)

vo: -[8,,r"(o,z)dz
0

)
: Esin6 co s( l¿ikzcoso ¿,

'J
0

/-ikdcos9 - l\: Esino"or((.ffiJ
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d

vr: iry,,(L,z)dz

0

d

: Esin0cos(et,t/sine cosö 
lrikzcosïdz 

:

0

(B.s l)
r ^ikdcos6 1\

Esin0cos(elÈlsinecosÔ{ 
E' '- - 

I 
}\ 7kcosO /

As only the TEM mode is assumed to exists propagates, the assumption kd << 7 ,

allowing the approximation eikdcosg - I x jkdcosO such that Eqs. 8.49-8.51 simplify to:

V12 : jkdcos\E(cos0 cosþ cos( - sin$ sinOerÈxsinocosþ

Vo : Edsin0cos(

V, : Edsin}cosÇeìklsin0cosþ : yosiklsin9cosÓ .

(8.s2)

(8.53)

(8.s4)

Now calculate the terms S, and ,S, can be determined from Eq 8.35 and Eq 8.36:

&+ Vo- evLVL

(B.ss)

)d\- "YLV,+ 
VL

L

- leÉ kd cosOE( cos 0 cos $ cos ( - sin Q sin O ¿rÈÉ sin0 cos 0¿q
J'
0

L

[et 
(r - \) k d cos 0E( cos 0 cos $ cos ( - sin þ sin O erlr€ sino cos0¿g

0

The solution to the integral is simple due to the complex exponential:

L

- levt,vr(\)
0

L

[eta-ÐV,2(E
_0

[:l:

F;l 
:
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¡-r,;l _ [ -rra.orerffi"ûksinocosö.r1, I
þr:l 

- 
l-rr, ¡ra"orrr(cosOc.gsg 

cgs( - sinö sinQn{rrsinecos' -r)zl-"""-\ 7ÆsinOcos$-y )" I

Therefore, using Eqs 53-56 gives:

Þ;l:-',l6o.",,ffi+sin0cosÖ)(¿u*,,","o,,*,,.-,¡l
L''jþ',(;o*,(,ffi_sinecos4))t"0,tsinecosÔ_r)r_1¡.]

and the BLT solution is complete.

(8.s6)

(8.57)
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Appexrrx C. A Rr,vtpw oF PnoeaBILITy
THpoRY

This appendix simply summarizes some basic probability theory and random

variable concepts as presented inl22].

C.l R.tNoour V¿,nr¡,nr,ns

Given the outcomes 6¡, i : 7,...,h,... of an experiment, a random variable

(RV) x is a mapping from each (, to a number either real or complex. Unless otherwise

stated, the RV x is assumed real. For example, if gambling on the roll of a die, each face

may be associated with a monetary value. Formally,

x : g(E). (c.l )

The RV x is a function in the usual sense. The domain of the function is the set of all

experiment outcomes ,S and the image of the function is specifìed explicitly bV S(E).

C.2 DnscnrnrNc A R.l¡r¡onn V¡nr¡,sLE - CDF AnD PDF

In order to describe and manipulate RVs it is convenient to have an appropriate

mathematical representation of its statistics. Consider the event that {xlX} for some X

in the domain ,S of x. It is intuitive that the number of outcomes in 
^S 

such that {x < X} is
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dependent on X and therefore the probability P{x<X} is a number dependent on X.

This number is called the cumulative distribution functioz or CDF of x and symbolize it

by F,(Ð.

F,(X) : P{x<X}. (c.2)

When no ambiguity will arise it is convenient to use the notation F(X) to denote

Fr(Ð. Using the axioms of probability and the definitions:

F(X+) : lim F(X+ e)oce-+o 
(c.g)

F(X-) : lim F(X - e)
0<e-+0

it is possible to define the following properties of the CDF of a RV x:

a)F("o):1 F(-co):g
b) r(Xr) < F(Xù Xt. Xz

c) if F(Xo) : 0 then F(,K) : 0 V XsXo

d) P{x>X} : r-F,(X)
e) F(X+) : F(Ð continuity at the right 

(C'4)

Ð P{Xt<x3Xr} : F(X)-F(X)

Ð P{x: x} : F(x)-F(x-)
h) P{X1< x<Xz} : F(X) - F(xi)

Herein the concern is RVs of the continuous fype. That is, the value of x is continuous

over either a finite or infinite range. The former will be referred to as boundedRVs and the

latter as having infiníte support or simply infinite P.Ys.
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Although the CDF of a random variable complete describes its statistics, it is often

more convenient to describe a random variable by it's (probability) densityfunction fr(X)

(PDF) defined as the derivative of the CDF:

(c.s)

Once again, when no ambiguity is possible it is convenient to denote fr(Ð by

f(Ð. f(X) is often referred to simply as density of x.

The probabilistic interpretation of the density of a RV x is obtained by considering

the Eq C.4d and Eq C.5:

f,(Ð:ffi

x2

P{\<x<Xr\ : F(X)- F(X) : I¡øaX
xl

f(X): tt^ P{X<x<X+LX\
' Lx-->o A,X

(c.6)

Approximating the differential dX by some finite, but suffìcient small amount LX it can

be seen that:

P{X<x<X+ LX} xf(þLX

where the equality holds in the limit:

(c.7)

(c.8)

Qualitatively the PDF f(X) of a RV x is described as being the probability that the

value of x lies in the range (X, X + AX] when AX is sufficiently small. Mathematically it

is simply describe as being the derivative of the CDF of x. Finally, due to the monotonic

nature of the distribution F(X), the density f(Ð is non-negative:
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f(x)>o. (c.e)

C.3 Tnn DrsrnmurroN or ExpnRTMENT Ourcovrns

It is often convenient to describe a RV by its distribution or density without

considering a specific probability space ,S. In order to interpret a RV in this way it is

sufficient to show that given a density f(Ð and distribution F(X) then the integral

relation

F(X) :'[flo)ao
-@

(c.10)

appropriately describes a RV.

Proof ([22],4-3 p.74):

The event {X < Xt} is the outcome X of an experiment where the value of X is

Iess than or equal to X, . We define the probability of this event as in the case of a RV to be

P {X < Xr} : F(þ as in Eq C.10. Limiting the outcomes of events to real numbers we

can define the RV x for every value of X as x(,1) : X. Then, since the event

{X<Xt} : {x <Xl } , the function F(Ð is identically the distribution of the RV x. tr

This proof simply tells us that we can consider a RV as being described by its density or

distribution without concerning the experimental outcomes of a probability space.
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C.4 Brv¡nr¡.rn DrsrRrBUTroNS

Many situations arise in which we are concerned with the probability of more than

a single experiment. For example, we may have two RVs x and y with distributions F(Ð

and F(y) respectively, and desire the probability of the event

{x<X}.l{.y< Y\ : {xsX,y < f}. We call the probability of this event the joint or

bivariate distribution F,y(X, Ð

Fry(X, Y) : P {x 3 X,y < Y} . (c.l l )

which in general cannot be expressed in terms of F(,$ and F(l).

Analogous to the case of a single random variable we can define the joint density

f(X, Ð of two RVs as

n2

f6,n: #uro(*,,), (c'12)

In so doing it is apparent that the joint distribution is obtainable from the joint

density by integration

XY
F(x, v) : 

_l_lO" 
, þ)dudþ. (c.13)

C.5 MancnvllsrATlsrrcs

It is possible to obtain the separate or morginal distributions and densities of two

random variables x and y directly from the joint distribution or densify as:
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F(X) : F(X, æ)

co

f(x) : [-ftx, nav

F(Ð : F(*, Ð
oo

.f(n : [flx, nax
_co

(c.r4)

asproven in12216-1 pp. 126-127.

It is apparent that the marginal statistics of the RVs x and y, which completely

describe their respective statistics, are obtainable from joint distribution. Unfortunately,

obtaining the joint distribution is not always simple.

C.6 Tnn Brv¡,nr¡.TE DrsrRrBUTroN oF Two lNnnpn¡ronxr
Raxrovr V¡,nranr,ns

Two RVs x and y are called independenr if the events {x e A} and {y e B} are

independent. This says that the event {x e A } does not affect the outcome of the event

{y e B\ and vice-versa. By the axioms of probability, the statement of independence is

equivalent to the mathematical statement

P{x e A,y e B\ : P{x e A\P{y e B\, (c.1s)

indicating that the probability of the events {x e A} and {y e B} occurring is the

product of the probabilities of each event occurring separately. Therefore, by considering

A tobe the event {x<X} and B the event {y<Y}, by Eq C.ll andEq C.15 the joint

distribution of two independent random variables (IRVs) is

F(X,Ð: F(X)F(Ð.

It follows immediately that
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f(x, Ð : f(ÐfØ. (c.17)

Therefore, in the case of IRVs it is possible to calculate the joint distribution or

density directly as the product of the marginal distributions or densities. Although a

powerful tool, the above results give little insight into determining the joint distribution of

two arbitrarily dependent RVs.
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